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The NEWS Goes To College: Selected For Exhibit
14-"Outstanding Paper" At LSU News Clinic'
Your Fulton NEWS has gone to
college this week, in a special
sort of way.
In one way, The News goes to
college every week, as several
dozen subscriptions speed their
way to college students from the
Ken-Tenn area who are in schools
from Massachusetts to Florida, to
Texas.
But this week The News is on
"exhibit" at the Louisiana Press
Association news clinic at the

1rds

MURRAY, Ky — It's books instead of musical scores
for Nancy Adams, at least for the present. Nancy turned down a network television job to attend Murray
State college.

TV; Maybe After School
day to be a star said yesterday
she refused a network TV job
recently because "I want a college
education first."
Nancy Adams, of Fulton, Ky.,
said. "Naturally P want to be a
successful singer, but to do a
first-class job these days you
need a good knowledge of musical theory.'
Nancy was offered a role last
month as female vocalist on a new
American Broadcasting company
musical program. But the offer
came just as school started. And
Nancy had planned to enroll at
•
•
Murray State college here to
Sy Carl May
study the musical theory she feels
Kentucky Staff Correspondent she needs. So she chose college.
Nashville Tessessean
"I hope I'll get another chance,"
MURRAY, KY A pretty 18- she smiled, "and if I do, I'll be
year-old singer who hopes some
He* bin
1y reminiscent of Rosemary Clooney's, Ind with a qUalfty' all its
own.
•
Nancy won first prize on Arthur Godfrey's Talent Scouts
program last April 22 with her
version of "I Dreamed," • song
popular at that time.
She then appeared on the Godfrey morning show for two weeks,
returned to Kentucky to be graduated from Fulton high school,
and then went hack to New York
for two more weeks with Godfrey's program.
Within the next few weeks
Nearly all conversation direct- Nancy will travel to Nashville to
ed to me this past week has been make her first recording for Dec"Are you still on your diet?" The ca records. The date has not been
answer is, "Yes". And the reason set, but the songs will be ballads.
(Continued on Page Eight)
that I am is because I have lost
the energy to prepare anything
flee SCHOLARSHIP
to eat. Its easier to just bend over
Larry Barber. freshman at the
and pull up a hand full of onion
weeds and eat them than it is to University of Tennessee and a
cook the kind of food I have been weakley countian, has been aused to preparing for myself and warded a $200 scholarship by the
the family. The maid is doing all Esso Standard Oil Company for
the cooking for Paul and the chil- outstanding 4-H club work.
dren and they are faring well. I
barely have the strength to get
MEETS THURSDAY NI"1"E
inside the door of evenings, much
The Cayce PTA will meet toless walk to the kitchen.
night (Thursday) at 730 p. m.
at the school. Mrs. Johnny SlayHave I lost any weight? Who
ton, newly-elected president, will
knows. My stomach Is so empty
conduct the meeting.
that when I drink water I can
hear it splash down by throat.
MEETS FRIDAY
Yet, I put on the clothes I had
last year and they're just as snug
The Palestine Homemakers
as they've always been. As for club will meet Friday afternoon
the bathroom scales . . . that's a at 1:30 at the Community Cenlost cause. The children have ter. Hostesses will be Mrs. H.arry
learned how to make it weigh Murphy and Mrs. Percy King.
less and more, according to their
moods. Some days I weigh 185
and some days I weigh 90. Can't
win.
(Ed's Note: Fultonians were
quite thrilled last Sunday to see
this article about ear own Nancy
Adai n. with kis acommlanying
picture, on page one et the Sunday Nashville Tennessean. A shodlar stars with a 4-eoliunn gMhore
appeared in the Murray shadest
newspaper last week . . al1 of
which go to show that Nancy and
her musical abilities, new highly rated in prefeedesal eludes,
are surely destined ter great
achievements someday. (Photo
courtesy Nashville Tennessean).

ice

LSU School of journalism at
Baton Rouge, as one Of the 100
outstanding weekly newspapers
in the nation.
The special exhibit of selected
weeklies is being displayed for
the 150 publishers and -news
staffers of Louisiana Weeklies and
small dailies, plus LOU Journalism students. Foil
the exhigo to the
bit, the exhibits
School of Jourea
for class
study material.

WFUL To Observe Bible
Week With Programs Of
Local Church Leaders
Program Director of WFUL,
Mary-Nelle Wright announced today that she has relinquished her
program every day next week in
order to bring to the listening
audience "live" programs from
the various churches in the Fulton area. Mrs. Wright's program
is the "My Fair Lady" program
breadcast each day, Monday
through Friday at 9:30 a. m.
Pastors of all the churches in
the area have been invited to sell
attention to National Bible Week
and its seventeenth annual observance on WFUL.
Beginning on Monday Mayors
Bill Browning and Milton Counce
will issue proclamations over the
air, opening the local obeervance.
Also on Monday Rev. Alfred
Maloney wil speak on the subject, "Is The Bible A Part of
Your Every_ Day Living."
On Tuesday. Mrs. Ernest Card-

Illinois Central System

well will speak on "What the
Bible Means to Me."
On Wednesday a novel panel
will be conducted by Rev. Charles
Roe, when two men and two
women from the First Christian
Church will answer questions on
the Bible. The theme of the panel
will be, "The Bible, Today, Tomorrow and Forever."
Thursday morning, Mrs. Attila
Hemphill will also speak on
"What the Bible Means To Me."
On Friday, concluding the
week's program, Rev. Oakley
Woodside will speak on the reestablishment of the fundamental
truths that America was founded
on man's consciousness of God.
All during the week appropriate music, directed toward an
appreciation of the Bible, today,
tomorrow and forever, will be
broadcast.

Muscle-Gals Headline Suspect Caught In
1 Mat Card Tosiis Puckett Burglary
'The weekly

wrestling card at
the old high school gym in South
Fulton for Thursday night (October 17th) will feature in the
opening match, two leading lady
wrestlers.
Millie Stafford, lovely lass from
Columbus, Ohio will battle an
equally
outstanding
mat star.
Mary Jane Mull. Stafford and
Mull are two of the better known
women grapplers In the wrestling world and are making their
first appearance in South Fulton.
The promoters feel they are
extremely fortunate in being able
to sign and bring t3 the local
ring these two outcast-aline stars
most
who have appeared in
major arenas thruout the nation.
Sharing the spotlight in the
second half of tie! Thursday
night double main event, two
Welch
veterans, Roy
ringwtse
and Moody Palmer. will see action in a two out of thiee fall affair, one hour time limit. RoY,
in many circles the meets popular
of the famous Welch brothers.
will be meeting a rugged individual in Moody Palmer. Palmer
has been victorious the past two
weeks tieing the dreaded "bear
hug" to subdue his opponents.
Bell time is 8:15 p. m.

Railroad police in Fulton, aided
by city officers ,apprehended a
64-year-old Negro at 3 a. m. this
morning hiding in an empty boxcar in the yards, and solved a
burglary series Monday night.
The man, identified by local
police as Willie Davis, unemployed ex-convict who gave his address as Union City, confessed to
the robbery of the Puckett and
Davis homes on the Union City
Highway Monday night. When he
was taken into custody he had
in his possession several objects
taken from the homes.
Davis was placed in jail at
Union City.
About 1:00 a. m. Tuesday morning Mrs. Carl Puckett was aroused at her home on the Union City
highway and, detecting a prowler
in the kitchen, aroused her husband. Carl grabbed a revolver
and started for the kitchen.
The intruder, who was in the
act of robbing the icebox, slammed the door and started out the
back door as Carl fired at him,
apparently missing. The intruder escaped.
An examination of the kitchen
following the incident revealed
that the prowler had entered
through a window, taken $12 in
FARM YOUTH HONORED
money out of two pocketbooks
Ronnie Lee Wade, 20, son of and was in the act of helping
the Rev. and Mrs. A. L. Wade of himself to a meal when he was
Martin, Route 1, is among the discovered.
16 FFA members from Tennessee
honored this week at the national
WFUL-FM is 104.9 on your
FFA convention in Kansas City. FM band . . .ea plan to be
All have been recommended for the guests of WFUF-FM for a
the organization's highest degree full menu of high school and
—that of "American Farmer".
college football games.

• Number Forty-Two

Fulton, South Fulton AreSW Unbeaten;
Both Teams Play HomeGamesThis.Week
• • • •
Football A-Plenty

The Fulton Bulldogs and the season finale on Friday NovemSouth Fulton Red Devils are ber 1st, and unless the game
still numbered among the dwind- winds up in a tie, one of the
If you're looking for football ling ranks of undefeated football records is sure to be spoiled.
at its best . . and plenty of teams in West Kentucky and
—This'll be no tie game, you
It.. .. your best bet is WFUL- West Tennessee this week, as can bank on that" said a BullFM on Friday and Saturday of both emerged last week-end with- dog rooted this week, and was
out lows
this week.
promptly challenged by a South
The Bulldogs made it the easy Fultonian, who stated emphatiHere's what the program leg
at WFUL looks like for this way. swamping Dresden 42-6, the cally that the Bulldogs were in
Red Devils did it the hard way, for a hard tumble before the
weekend:
Friday night at 7:30 p. m. coming from behind to tie the night was over. Things are shap"live" broadcast of the Fulton- Martin Panthers 7-7.
ing up.
Be that as it may, the records
Gleason football game at MemLest Friday evening on the
are still clean, though they may home field, before a
orial Stadium in Fulton.
moderately.
Saturday night at 7:30 p. m. not be for long. The teams play sized homecoming crowd, the Fulin
the
grand
each
other
here
"live" broadcast of the South
ton Bulldogs ran up such a big
Fulton-Tiptonville game at
score on Dresden that Coach
Memorial Stadium in Fulton.
Charlie Thomas used all of his
Saturday night immediately
reserves freely throughout the
following the South Fultongame. Final score was F'ulton 42,
TIptonvIlle broadcast a broadBreeden 7, bringing the season
record to six wins against no
cast, by delayed transcription
of the University of Kentuckylosses.
Louisiana State University
On Friday night of this week
game.
the Bulldogs will again play at
Six prominent citizens of South home, meeting Gleason at MemorFulton were completing arrange- ial Stadium. The game will be
ments to file for the South Ful- broadcast over WPM-FM.
ton City Council on Wednesday
Last Thursday
evening
the
as the NEWS went to press.
battling Red Devils of South
The Fulton County Health DeThe six, who stated they were Fulton had to overcome a 7-point
partment announces the followgoing to run on a platform of Martin lead before managing to
ing Rabies Clinics to be held next
"Efficiency, and TVA", include tie the Panthers in a game at
week at places indicated.
Dr H W Connaughton, Veterin- Martin: final score was 7-7. The
Monday, October 21 1657. 3 p.
arian, real estate developer and Red Devils now have won four,
m. to 3:30 p. .o.-8utler's Store:
mill operator; Eugene Copeland, lost none, Ued two.
3: 45 p. m. to 415 p m.—SassSouth Fulton will play Tiptonservice station operator; Floyd
fras Ridge Store; 4 30 p in to
Dedmon, long-time resident now vine here at Memorial Stadium
5 p. m.—Pairs Store.
engaged as printing and office on Saturday night.
Tuesday, October 22, 1957. 3 p.
supplies salesman; Leon Hutchm. to 3:30 p. ne—Clack's Store;
ens, dry-cleaning business oper3:45 p m. to 4:15 p. m.—Brownsator; Arthur Matheny, retired
ville; 430 p. m. to 5 p. m --State
railroad employee now employLine.
ed in the local furniture busiWednesday, October 23, 1957: ness; and Charles Walker, owner
Mr. Roy Bard, iairman of the
3:30 p. m. to 4 p. m.—West Hick- of a local Roofing and Insulation
Fulton County ABC Committee
man (Ford Garage);. 4:15 p. m. business.
released today, a list of ten noto 4:45 p. in.—Best Hickman
The election will be held in
minees for each ABC community
(John Deere Store).
December.
In the county as seeded by each
Thursday. October 24, 1957:
community election board.
3:30 p m. to 4.._n me—Cavete VA:*
MT.Elshi lease Unit marsionP.
to 4Alt-t%•:
'24014's *tore.
'kr ABC elections win be held in
Friday, October 25, 1957: 4 p.
each community threughout the
m. to 4:30 p. m..—Crutchfield.
county on November IL with the
The Fulton-South Fulton,
polls to be open, for voting from
Chamber of Commerce will sponLocal Jaycees Will
10 a. in. to 6 p. m. local time.
dinner-meeting
sor
a
community
Attend State Meet
Mr. Bard stated that persons who
Six representatives from the this evening at 7 o'clock in the wiati to have their name placed
Cafe.
'
Room
of
Smith's
Rose
Fulton Junior Chamber of Comon the ballot, in addition to thee,
All people interested in the who were nominated be the cones
merce will attend the State Board
meeting October 19-20 at St. further development of this com- munity election board. must
Premunity are invited to attend.
Mathews, Ky.
sent a petition signed by ten or
The local delegation includes
Principal speaker for the even- more eligible voters, to the comthe local Jaycee President, Ray ing will be William Carneal, In- munity election board before OctDan dustrial Representatives of Texas ober 23, requesting that his or
Vice - President
Willisuiet
Taylor, Secrete*, James Butts. Gas Transmission Company, lo- her name be added to the list of
nominees on the ballot.
and James Needham. Jerry Hawks cated in Owensboro, Ky,
The nominees for each comand Dale Cummings.
Mr. Carneal nas been connected with the company since World munity in the county are as folThree From South Fulton War TI, and has been with the lows:
Community I, Polling
place,
Chosen For Murray Chorus Industrial Sales Division for the City Hall, Fulton, Kentucky,
last
six
years.
Sarah Ann Dacus, first alto,
names an ballot Howard BondSandra Gambill, second alto, and
urant, Thomas Bruce, E. A. Car.
Marlene Wilson, second soprano, Mrs. Rucker Improving;
war, Tolbert Dallas, Robert Davis,
members of the South Fulton Is Convalescing At
Sr., Rayford Duke, A. L. Hancock,
Chorus will participate in the
A. R. Jeffreys', Robert Thompson
Quad-State Chorus on Nov. 11, Home Of Daughter
and E. W. Sublette.
at Murray State College.
The many friends of Mrs. Lee
Community II, rolling place,
Hous e,
The Quad-State Festival is Rucker will be happy to know Lodgeston Community
organized from four different that she continues to improve at names on ballot Robert Asbell,
statesi Kentucky, Illinois, Ten- the home of her daughter in Richard Bellew, B. E. Bennett,
nessee and Missouri. Selected Memphis. Mrs. Rucker has been Joe Campbell, Keithly Cruce, Elstudents from each high school a patient in the Baptist Hospital mer Mason, Neal Little. R. B
form a chorus consisting of 300 in Memphis for the past several Mobley, Ray Moss and T. R. Wilweeks and has improved enough liamaon.
voices.
to be removed to the home of
Community III, Polling place
her daughter, Mrs. James E. Fowler's Store, Cayce, Kentucky
APPOINTED
Koon.
names of ballot John Fleming,
The OK Laundry and Cleaners
In a call to the News office Parnell Carrigan, William Hutchof Fulton announce the appoint- this week Mrs. Rucker asked that ison, Tommy Jones, Charles Linment of W. F. Griggs, Clinton, as the News thank the many per- der. Leonard B. Maddox, Elwin
general superintendent of the sons who have been so thought- Mayfield, Jesse McClellan, Pat
Fulton plant. Griggs, who assum- ful during her illness. Mrs. Ruck- O'Conner and Harold Rice.
Community IV, Palling place
ed his duties last week, is a long- er's address in Memphis is c/o
time representative of the firm Mrs. James E. Koon, 850 Inez St., R. E. A. Building, Hickman, Kentucky, names on ballot Philip
In the Clinton area.
Memphis, Tenn.
Choate, Leo amen, Raymond
Everett. Porter Olidewell, George
Hurt, John B. Loftus. Buster McNeill, Joe Stahr, T. B. Toombs
and Parke Wheeler.
Community V. Polling place
Western School Building. names
other towns and asked for advice. ernment."
We found our methods were
Mayor Brown, garage owner of on ballot L. B. Abernathy, Louis
obsolete; we needed to fix re- Tulia said the Women's Civic Hurt, Joe T. Johnson. Thomas
sponsibility in a trained manager. League started the movement for Kemp, Clyde Morrow, Chlrles
We adopted the Council-Manager City Manager in his town in 1954. McMullin. Travis_ Nipp. Prather
form of government and it has The women petitioned the Coun- Poynor, Russell Thomas and Bert
been the salvation of Perryton." cil for an election and the change Yarbro. Sr.

Six File For
South Fulton
City Council

Calling All Dogs:
Rabies Clinics Planned

ASC Nominees
Are Announced

rhamr of Commerce
Dinner Meeting Tonite

Surveys Reveal City Manager Plan Modern,Economical For Town

•

389

I go to hod so hungry that instead of counting sheep, I count
calories. I add up my food intake
for the day and I find that I
have stayed within the allotted
number of calories . . . and take
it from me it doesn't take long
to count those calories. So still
fighting insomnia I start counting the calories of food I wish I
could eat. I think of a ham sandwich, (about 200) I think of a
slice of pie (about 200) a helping
of potato salad (no telling) and
when I add calorie-counting of
the food I didn't eat. I am so hungry that sleep is impossible so that
leaves me where I started .in the
first place . . . starving. Can't
sleep!

If you are a resident of Fulton, you will be asked to vote on
the issue of changing the local
government over to a City Manager form in the November election, coming up.
A former Fulton resident, who
is still a strong booster of Fulton. Ls among those who believe
that a City Manager would be
very beneficial to this community. During the past week he has
sent us several papers from
Shamrock. Texas, a community
of 3,132 which is also considerering a change to the City Manager form. The people of Shamrock held a public Town Hall
meeting and several of their
neighboring, similar-sized cornContinued next week: I had a munitlea sent representatives to
column written, but had to cut the meeting to explain their sucwith the City Manager plan.
it off here . . . no room to jump cess
The News feel.; that these obit to another page.

servations are very pertinent to
our local problems, and herewith
reprints the story from the Shamrock (TeX) paper of Sept. 28,
1957:
(Population, last census: Perryton. 4.417; Dalhart, 5,118; Tulia,
3.222; Shamrock, 3,32.2).
City officials of Perryton Dalhart and Tulia told a Shamrock
Town Hall audience Monday
night they would unqualifiedly
recommend adoption of the Council-Manager form of city government by Shamrock.
It is the modern way of doing
business and has saved thousands
of dollars annually to these three
towns in addition to providing expanded services such as better
police protection, ample water
supply, new paving and city
parks, they said.
Giving enthusiastic endorse-

ment to the Council-Manager
plan were: Mayor Drew Ellis and
Councilman Dean McCutcheon of
Perryton, Mayor John A. Brown
and City Manager Fritz Lanham
of Tulia and City Manager Andrew J. Browning of Dalhart.
"Perryton was in the same
shape I understand Shamrock is
in before we voted the City
Manager plan in 1951," said
Mayor Drew Ellis, prominent
Ochiltree County business man
and landowner. "We had good
men serving on our council who
tried hard to run the city's affairs by meeting one or two nights
a month.
"No one was in charge. Department heads did as they wished.
There was no planning, no budget. We were in debt. We tried
hard to get efficiency but there
was no organization. We visited

Councilman Dean McCutcheon,
Perryton insurance man who
worked with Mayor Ellis and
others in changing Perryton's
form of city government six
years ago, said he sincerely hoped
Shamrock would try the CouncilManager plan.
"Under your present MayorCouncil form everybody's business in nobody's business," he
told the Shamrock audience.
"Your Council needs to be free
of detail viork to do the planning.
You need a manager to handle
the day-to-day operation of a
large business like your city gov-

was voted 10 to 1.
"We had no police department,
no street equipment and needed
additional water supply badly,
said the Tulia official. "Our town
The 29th annual Pall Confergovernment was in had financial
ence of the Kentiecky Congress
condition and had absolutely no of Parents and
Teachers was
plans for improvement. The woheld at West Fulton School, Oct.
men decided to do something 10th.
about it and since adoption of
Answering roll eall were 31
the City Manager plan Tulia has Presidents, 207 Delegates, 2 Prinvoted new water bonds, enlarged cipals 20 Board Members, a Counits city-owned power plant, add- cil Presidents. Totaling 266 preed new departments and services, sent. Farley and Reidlend with
and yet managed to stay in good the largest number of delegates
financial condition.
present had 24 and 19 respectContinued On Editorial Page
ively.

266 Attend Teachers,
Parents Conference

City Manager —
(Continued from Page One)
"Personally, I would not consider
serving as Mayor without a City
Manager. Running a city is fulltime
business and I hope the people of
Shamrock will adopt the CouncilManager form. You will never regret
it."
City Managers Lanham of Tulia
and Browning of Dalhart, said they
felt Mayor Ellis and Brown, and
Councilman McClutchean had presented an excellent case for the Manager plan. They said it was necessary
for a City Manager to have the unqualified support of his Council before he could do a good job. There
must be no political interference such
as telling the manager who to hire
and fire.
Answering questions from the audience, the visiting officials said no
it was not easy to find a city manager
and that sometimes a town had to try
one or two before finding the right
man. In most of those cases, however,
it is the fault of citizens rather than
the manager. Trouble arises sometimes over firing a popular but unqualified employee. Some people object to their water bills or taxes being
equalized with their neighbors.
The best place to look for a manager of a small town is in the City
Hall of a larger town where often
there are ambitious young men who
have been understudying their bosses.
For instance the city manager o(
Perryton came from the city engineering department of Pampa and
the manager of Tulia came from the
city of Lubbock.
Salaries of such men range from
$7,000 upwards, the official said.
They do not work under contract for
specified periods but more or less on
a month-to-month basis, although
turnover is not much higher than in
private business.
Said Mayor Odell Walker of Dalhart:
"I would like to begin by saying
that Dalhart has had the City Manager type of government for the past
10 years and I could not begin to enumerate the many advantages it has
brought to our city.
"We are at present paying our man-

ager $600 per month and he more
than pays his salary in savings made
for the city. It is hard to realize how
the city was able to survive without
a city manager.
"As an example, we are collecting
94`;1 of our -taxes now whereas before the present type of government
we were lucky if we collected 70%.
The financial status of the city today is the best it has even been as
we are showing a surplus of some
$15,000 each year after meeting °tir
bonded indebtedness and replacing
all worn-out equipment.
"We are also able to raise the salaries of all city employees to a decent standard wage. Because of having all phase of city government such
as sanitation, street, water, sewer,
etc., under one central office, we are
able to better serve our citizens.
"I would recommend very highly
as would everyone in Dalhart having anything to do with city government, that the City of Shamrock
adopt the City Manager type of government.
The official representatives
Perryton, Dalhart and Tulia, all'
whole heartedly recommended the
city manager plan for Shamrock. In
reply to questions they said Shamrock was large enough for a city
manager and in their opinion would
save money by hiring one, even if
they had to pay $8,000 or more. They
said it was the one way a community
could plan its services so as to give
maximum results for money expended. In recent years private citizens
are too occupied with their own businesses or jobs to do a good job of
looking after a city's business.
They said the cost of city government depended on what services you
expected your city to perform, regardless of whether you have Council-Mayor or Council-Manager form
Adequate water, sewer disposal, garbage collection, police and fire protection, paved streets and sidewalks,
parks — all these cost money and any
community may buy as many or as
few of them as it wants. It is up to
the caimans through their Council to
decide how much service they want;
then it is up to a City Manager to
produce the best service possible for
the money the Council wants to
spend.

[STRICTLY ,BUSINESS

"Whet do you say we try for tax-examptio• as a
woo-profit organizatias?"

Of

SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

How Old Are The Gospels?
And in 1956, 108 pages of a well
By Rev. Edmond D. Benard, Ph. D.
preserved Greek manuscript were
Catholic University of America
When we open the New Testament, found in Egypt containing fourteen
of the twenty-one chapters of the
we are more certain that we hold in
it
as
Book of John. Experts estimate that
Christ
of
our hands the history
we
this portion of manuscript could date
than
—
written
originally
was
as early as the middle of the second
are in the case of any other figure
century.
in ancient history.
WE HAVE fifteen different transOUR MAIN historical sources for
the life of Christ are the four Gos- lations of the Gospels into ancient
languages—translations made from
pels. They are by no means the only
manuscripts in the original Greek
principle
the
are
they
sources, but
older than the Greek manueven
historian
the
what
is
here
And
ones.
scripts that have survived. The Goshas to work with when he inquires
pels were translated into Syriac and
into the life of Christ.
Latin, for instance, around tt..:! year
There are more than 2,600 Greek
150 A. D.; and into Egyptian only
Over
manuscripts of the Gospels.
years later. %fifty
thoua
than
more
forty of them are
ft all the" manuscripts and
And
complete
have
We
old.
years
sand
translations of thii-Gospels had been
manuscripts of the Gospels going
lost, we could stfti reconstruct the
back to about the year 350 A. D.
Gospels simply out of the thousands
THE OLDEST Gospel text in schoof quotations in the works of the early
lars' possession is a papyrus fragment
from St. John's Gospel (Chapter 18, Christian writers.
A GERMAN scholar was able to
versPs 31-33 and 37-38). Written in
reconstruct the New Testament from
Greek. it was found in the early part
the Gospel texts contained in the
of this century in middle Egypt. The
writings of Tertullian (born 160 A.
experts on ancient writings say that
the text was written about 150 A. D. D.). And there are more than 29,000
texts from the New Testament in the
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS works of St. Augustine (born 354 A
D.).
Voted "Rest All Around" in class in Kentucky
The Gospel record has constantly
In 1954 Kentucky Press Association judging
checked against, and constantbeen
Fulin
papers
weekly
various
Successor of
ton, the first of which was founded in 1880.
ly confirmed by, archeological discoveries. Is has been carefully comFulton, Kentucky
Post Office Box 4R5
pared with the other records we have
Published Every Thursday of The Year
the general history of the times,
of
R.. PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
and found to be in complete accord
Editors and Publishers
with it.
A member of the Kentucky Press Association
AS A RESULT of this overpowerA member of the Fulton County Farm Bureau
mass of material, worked over by
ing
Subscription Rates: $2.00 per year in Fulton,
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion
for centuries, we can be sure
scholars
and Weakley Counties, Tenn., Elsewhere
our
documents on the life and
that
year.
per
$3.00
throughout the United States
of Christ carry us back to
teachings
Entered as second class matter June 28, 1933
those years of the first centiul—
at the Post office at Fulton, Kentucky, under
the United States postal act of March. 1879.
shortly after the death of Christ—
when His life was first written.
Thursday, October 17, 1957

TURNING BACK THE CLOCK —
FROM THE FILES:—
Jones
October 15, 1937
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Davis announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Elva, to Ernest Fall,
Jr. both are popular members of
the Fulton younger set. The marriage will take place in November.
Joe Beadles, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Beadles, has been elected president of the Freshman
class of Abilene Christian College
of Abilene, Texas. Joe was elected by majority of votes over the
other two candidates.
Miss Sarah Linton who was a
patient at the Fulton Hospital
until Wednesday was delightfully
surprised when several of her
friends gathered at her room in
the hospital Tuesday night in
honor of her birthday.
Vass ElisisheButt delightfull
entertained eight members of the
Carr Institute faculty Friday
night when she was hostess to a
bridge club and Spaghetti supper at her home on Pearl street.
Mrs. James Wade was removed
to her home on West State Line
Monday after receiving medical
treatment in the Fulton Hospital.
Miss Jean Roach of Paducah
spent last week-end in Fulton
with her aunt, Mrs. Roy Fields
and Mr. Fields. She was accompanied by Misses Sue Dowd,
Betty Lou Trevathain and Louise

Kentucky

Mr. and Mrs. Hal Hummel and
Mrs. Maude Hummel spent Sunday in Murray, Ky. visiting Lyle
Hummel who is attending Murray State Teachers College.

Seriously, though, we'd just as
soon not see masses of junk
whirling around in outer space.
Out household insurance policy
doesn't cover such falling objects,
and they say that this roeket that
fired the satellite is gradually
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Mrs. R. V. Putnam returned to
Fulton Tuesday morning from a
two days visit in Frankfort, Ky.

5 DA
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Mrs. S. L. Brown, Miss Frances
Brown and Virgil Leonard Brown
spent last weekend with friends
in West Frankfort, Ill.
Mr. and Mrs. William Henery
Edwards spent Sunday in Memphis at the horn* of Mr. and Mrs,
J F. Wiseman.
Mn. Geneva Yendall and
mother, Mrs. W. A. Yandell,
spent Sunday in Jackson, Tenn.
Miss Gladys Homra returned to
Wickliffe, Ky. Sunday night after
spending the week-end in Fulton
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
K Homra, at their home on Norman Street.
Joe Cooke of Paducah spent
last week-end with his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. J. 0. Anderson on Norman Street

Buy an
MetRe Range

JOIM
WC

A touch of the accurate automatic control is
the perfect touch for any dish. There are
years of happy cooking ahead with a modern
electric range. You just dial exact cooking
heat — precise timing. Then you're free —

coming our way.
The scientists need to perfect
a satellite that, will fly up the
tail of the rocket and charge the
rocket up again, when it needs
it.
That shouldn't be so impossible.
We now have "homing" torpedoes
for the sea and "homing" guided
missiles that will track down airplanes.
Anyhow, with the birdwatchers
in the daytime and the moon
watchers now operating at night,
we see a declining interest in
civil defense aircraft spotting.
Those who have a yen to "watch"
can now pick their hours, day or
night, with something solid to
chew on.

By Marie Holland
Home Demonstrator, Kentucky Utilities

Ever take a clean wool garment form storage only to
cover it needed pressing? TIv a
"steam press" in your dryer. Preheat the dryer for five minutes
on medium, place a damp towel
in the cylinder with the garment,
and allow them to tumble five

Dial each
delidous dish the
automatic agate

your

.
(0s

SUCCESSFUL HOMEMAKING

Rain or shine, washday runs on
schedule when you own a timesaving work-saving electric dryCr. No heavy baskets, line stringing, or clothes h.atigirtj. With a
ample dial setting a whole day'll
work is finished in minutes.

00 TO CHURCH SUNDAY

A col
aroun

Mrs. John Campbell of Cinciriatti, Ohio is visiting her sister,
Mrs. R. V. Putnam at her home
in Highlands.

by P. W.

When we get one ready we'd
like to nominate Willie Hoppe,
the world's foremost billiard expert to fire it and knock the sputnik into the side pocket.

Oct. 111: Mrs. Lynn Taylor,
Michael J. Calliham, Susan Mo.
Dade, Mrs. Edgar Chandler, Daigle Abbott, A. J. Lowe, Mrs. Preyer Dallas Artie Marie Bonderant, Patricia Sue Hood; Oct. la:
Wayne Cooley, Robert A. Batts.
Royce blaCelvy. Al 'I'. Owens,
Mrs. Pays Lester. John Carl McClanahan. Harry Reants, Ftobert
Rucker; Oct. 30 Joe D. Davia,
Blackstone, Esther L
Marion
Linda Haynes:
Evans, Oct. 11
Oct. 22 • -Jeffrey D Sensing, Jean
Neeley, Mrs Carl M. Robbins,
Mrs. .Billy Joe Forrest, Claude
Linton, D. H. Trench Mrs. Henry
Edwards; Oct. 13. Martha Thornton. Lynn Bushart, Michael Powell, Harvey Bondurant. R. Paul
Westpheling III. Jimmy Newton,
Hendon 0. Wright, Godfrey Milford, Mrs. B. R. lldsruidin,
Fern
Clarence Reed: Oct, 34
Taylor Hamblin, Julia Los Mull-

Miss Jane Scates of Columbus.
Miss., visited friends in Fulton
this week.

Windage

It looks like the Queen of England has arrived just in time. Before she flew over, the whole
nation was working itself into
some kind of a major fit at perspiration about the satellite, and
the fact that the Ftooshians got
theirs up first.

dryer and pre-neat for three
minutes. Put blanket in with
towels ( They speed nrying by
Set tinier
absorbing 'moisture
for 13 to 18 minute& depending
on sine and weight of blanket
damp
%tightly
while
Remove
dry
Ehapa. Whorl tnoroughly
gently brush nap up with fine
wire brush. Press binding with
cool Iron.
Do not overdry fabi ics. Overd -ying removes the natural moisture content of the fibers. Fabrics which are overdned ate not
113 soft, as strong, wrialtle free Ls
they should be, Knitts-d cottons
may be slightly ahrunit.
When you check articles fcr
dryness open the dour of ytur
dryer and draw pa.1 of an &Meet, out of the dryer, And feel it.
Remember, it will feel drier outside than in the ',Win, moist
so inside the dryer
r• could go ahead ana •alk
ever about how won 1.1 NI dryers
are but I know you can hardly
C kit, and I can't blame you, unt'l you will have yoor own snd
fl • d out all the wxiderful features for your self.

minutes. The results wilt be a
fresh, unwrinkled garment with
no shiny spots from hand-presstrig.
starched clothes can be dried
quickly In an autoir.t:.: clothes.
dryer. Confine the non r load to
starched garments to avoid transfer of the starch to other articles.
Don't overt;v. Remove clothes
ironed-dry for easy ironing.
Blankets can be washed and
dried safely in athortatiz, hcrne
laundries. Here's how di i rapidly on medium or high heat
Place three dry bath towels in

because automatic controls never forget. Its
a pleasure to cook the automatic electric way!

Remember for a stay-clean
kitchen, nothing. measures
up to electric cooking
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Live Better ...
Electrically
with
FULL
HOIISEPOWEI?
Pull HOUSEPOWER
.provides for the convenient, economical
use of appliances you
now own—ond those
yoe will odd in the
future.
Wir rag that provides
Pull HOUSIPOWER
Ii on investment in
modern living Cali
our office or ask yaur
electrician about it.*
C•rtifi•d HOUSEPOWER plan.

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
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in Taylor,
Susan bloodier, Deakins °rove Bondur1; Oct.. 15:
A. Batts.
T. Owens.
Earl Mena Robert
D. Davis,
Esther
L
'a Haynes:
using. Jean
I. Robbins,
at, Claude
Kra. Henry
the ThornIichael Pot. It Paul
ly Newton,
*limy Binuldin. Mrs.
24: Fern
Les Mull-

Wednesday.
Harry
last
Barry
Mary B entertained Helen etone,
Mary Hamby, Ruth Pollock, Dorothy Roper, Nina Esell, and Mabel
Helm with • luncheon and an
afternoon of bridge. Guest gifts
were presented to Bernice and
Mrs. Mitchell of Humbolt. This
day of fun was to be the last
for Bernice in Hickman for five
monthe. for Mr. and Mrs. Leath
leave for Florida soon and want
return until April. Have a good
time Bernice—I sure would hate
to go to Florida for five months
of beautiful sun shine- -Just call
me "Old Green Eyes"!

4ppe94

iove 044(4
A column devoted to the social events of our friends
around Hickman. Call Joye at Hickman 2059 for
your social news.
Nmsantamsdtaiso

Last Wednesday was one of those beautiful fall days
when you wanted to rush the season by putting on your Mr. and Mrs. Finley T Randle
new or old as the case may be/ fall outfit and go some- have just returned from a weeks
where. It was Mandy Woods who fulfilled our desire visit with their eon and his family
Winnetka, RI. Mr. and Mrs.
to go — Mandy invited Elva Fall, Marie Bushart, Eliza- in
and
Jennie
Randle,
Wilson
beth Caldwell, Florence Beadles, Sarah Johnson, Irene Danny. Miss Elizebath and Mr.
Boyd, Louise Binford, Katherine Bennett, Martha Finley had a wonderful time goto two teas--yes Mr Finley
Hornsby, and me for luncheon and bridge. Needless to ing
went too, and of course he *as
say how much fun we had driving down to Jackson and the center of attraction. Miss
back. It was so nice to see Mandy and be a guest in her Ellzebath enjoyed a lecture at
Woman's Club as Helen's
home. The afternoon was spent visiting and playing the
guest—while Mr Finley was enbridge. Honors went to Irene Boyd, Florence Beadles, tertained with a sight seeing
Katherine Bennett, and Joye Stokes. When I came in trip, I just know Min Elizebath
let him go to the Wothe house Cubb wanted to know what I brought him? He wouldn't
man's Club! A most enjoyable
thought I had been shopping—poor kid is not used to two days were spent seeing Lake
Michigan and Washington Island,
his mother coming home with a prize!
which is right in the middle of
A Happy Birthday was fist
what Nancy Sanger had last
Thursday afternoon Nancy's guest
enjoyed many games, ice cream,
and cake I saw Nancy the other
day — believe me she has aged —
you know she is eight now!

the

WITH us
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5 DAYS STARTING
SUNDAY

AND AWAY

When the leaves begin to turn,
the cool Autumn winds begin to
blow, the sons and daughthens of
Hickman return home for a visit
— (Would you say I we.; getting
a little too noweriefl
Prank
nith who is ExecuUve President of the Board or Directors
of the Houston Natural Gas Crop
in Houston, Tessa was here visiting in - the W B. Amber; home.
It is always • pleasure to visit
with Mr. Smith. for he really
appreciates the beauty of Dickman. Mrs. Leonora Bushart was
a guest in the home of her
mother. Mrs. H. L. Arnhem where
Mr and Mrs. W B Amberg and
Trunk Smith were luncheon guest
Thursday

Lake Michigan Mies Elizebath
especially enjoyed the boat trip
from the main- land to Washington !eland. I know how much
Helen and Wilson loved having
the Randles—and now we are all
looking forward to being with
the Wilson Randle% in Hickman
during Christmas
Jack Johnson was a welcome
guest in Hickman from Friday
Ull Sunday Jack is in his sophomore year at Saint Loeb University
Mr. and Mrs. J C McClellan
will be In New York for a week
or ten days.
Mrs. Motelle Travis has returned from a two weeks visit
in Alexanderia and Charlottesv vine, Va. I haven't had a chance
to talk with Morelle, but knowing her as we do -- I know there
was not • day or night that
was not filled with fun for all.

Mr and Mrs Lewis Hornsby
and Mrs. Gladys Shannon spent
ten days In Texas and New MexMrs W
E. Leath and Mrs. ico. They were guests of Mr and
Ridley Kitchell of H.umbolt. Tenn. Mrs. L. IL Briggs and their son
were luncheon guest& of Mrs. Hampton while In El Paseo. Texas Lewis was impressed by Mr.
Briggs' ranch In the mountains
RAW II R E
at
Oloudcraft,
New
Mexico The Se
New Invention
Gladys was thrilled with Carls•'14:D" Tres
bad—they all enjoyed Old Mexico.
No
No — No Straps -Have you noticed they went to
No Odors
Texas and all the outstanding
memories were of Old and New
City Drug Co... Fulton
Mexico? Seriously they did say

Pod"

I is

men!
We Will
Pay You

are

'EAT'S
Mrs. T. 11.4ines
Mrs. Mary Jones died Wednesday afternoon, Oct. 2, at her home
south of Fulton on -PlIton Route
ness. She
2, after a long
would have been 85-years-old on
Nov. 30.
Funeral services .were held

Johnson Grove. Bro. Olives. CunFriday afternoon at 2:30 at
nirigham, minister of the Church
of Christ, Fulton, officiated. Burial, under direction of the Doug
Murphy Funeral Home of Martin,
was in the church cemetery.
Mrs. Jones was a member of
the McConnel Church of Christ.
Her husband and two children
preceded her in death.
Mrs. Jones leaves a son, J. H.
Jones of St. Louis; three daughters, Mrs. Lila Payne, who lived
with her mother, Mrs. Ruby
biatheny and Mrs. Norma Steele
of Memphis; several grandchildren and, several great-grandchildren.

some nice things shOut rexele—
but If I repeated them—you know
I would be accused of bragging!
So we will just say the Hi -ways
were good! The Hornsby' had
a letter waiting far tnon from
Anna Merle saying she was voted
president of the Theta Pledges—
Wayne (Jerry) Gray, wellof course this was welcome news.
known farmer and livestock dealhats off to Anna Merle!
er, died at his home on Wing°,
FULTON COUNTY 14IGH NEWS route 1, Monday, Sept. 30. He was
49.
By Elaine Bellew
Mr Gray leaves his wife, Mrs.
Last Wednesday October 9, the
classes of Fulton County High Marie Lain Gray; two sisters,
School held class meetings for Mrs. Paul Mullins and Mrs: Alene
the purpose of electing Who's Stephens; and several nieces and
nephews.
Who and Favorites.
Funeral services were conductThey are as follows
all
Beat
aroun.1
Freshmen, ed et 2 p. m. Wednesday at Little
Betty
Fowler, Sonja
Childers. Obion Baptist Church by the Rev.
Houston Suthard and the Rev.
Bobby Harrison.
Beat all around Sophomores, Bill Boyd. Burial was in the
church cemetery.
Jane Kemp, Thomas Adams.
Byrn Funeral Home was in
Best all around Juniors, Bobcharge of arrangements.
by, Kelly, Billy Joe Harris.
Best all around Seniors, Linda
Hale, Jimmy King. *
Greenest Freshmen, Ann Ray,
Services
for
Joe Powell Cole
Gary
Nelson
Pi-lastest
Sophomor.,
Brenda Rabey, infant son of Mr. and
Mrs. 011ie Rabey of Fulton, Route
Owens.
Jolliest Juniors, Bobbye Kelly, 3, were held at the Bethlehem
Herbie Parnell
Methodist Church, Sunday afterMost Dignified Senior, Doris noon at 2. The child died SaturMcMullin.
day at noon at Jones Hospital
SENIOR "WHO'S WHO
here.
Seniors Most Likely to Succeed,
The Rev. J. F. McMinn officiatLinda Hale, Elaine Bellew.
ed. Burial, untier direction of the
Prettiest Girl, Annelle Fowler Jackson Brothers Funeral Home,
Best Looking Boy, J'immy King was in the church cemetery
Friendliest, Annelle Fowler. Txmon Workman.
Most
Polite,
Elaine
Bellew,
Jimmy King.
Sam Crittenden, 83, died at the
Biggest Flirts, LIncLi Trusty, home of his brother, Then CritBill Crouch.
tenden. in South Fulton at 2
Sweetest, Joyce Hardison.
p. m. Thursday Oct 10. He had
Best Personality, Elaine Bellew, been Ill for 11 months.
Jimmy King.
Mr. Crittenden, a retired farmFAVORITES
er, was born in Weakley CounLinda Hale, Swain Hale, An ty, Tenn., son of Thomas and
Fowler, Ann Powers, Bobbye Martha Pox Crittenden.
Kelly, Jimmy King; Bill Crouch,
He leaves besides his brother
Jimmy Williams Iliddie Mosley. a sister. Mrs Bertha Emersot.
Billy Joe Harris.
of Palmeraville, Tenn.

Wayne Gray

Gary Nelsen Rabey
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Servioes were held at 2:S0 p.9 Church.
m. Thursday at the Old Bethel
Mrs. Nelson leaves two broPrimitive Baptist Church. Burial thers, George T. and W. W. Cunwas in the church cemetery, tin- ningham, both of Dukedom; a
der direction of Jackson Bro- sister, Mrs. J. F. McAlister of
ther@ Funeral Home, of Dukedom. Jobet, DI.; and several nieces
and nephews.

Mrs. Minnie Nelsen
Services for Mrs. Minnie Cunningham Nelson, who died at the
home of her brother,_ George
Cunningham, Sunday night, Oct.
13, after a long illness were held
at the Good Springs Presbyterian Church Tuesday afternoon at
2 o'clock. Rev. 0. A. Gardner of
Sharon officiated. Burial was in
the church cemetery. She was 79.
Mrs. Nelson was born in Graves
County, Ky., daughter of Joseph
T. and Mary Howard Cunningham. She was a member of the
Good Springs Presbyterian

JUST ARRIVED!
Factory Returns

SHOES
for children, boys,
misses. men and women.
Huge savings.

Forrester Shoe Shop
Main Street

Fulton
•

Fall Is Now Here, So
See Us For Your Needs
WE HAVE JUST INSTALLED A PANOGEN
SEED TREATER MACHINE,SO LET US TREAT
YOUR RYE, BARLEY, WHEAT AND OATS. IT
WILL IMPROVE THE YIELD BY REDUCING
LOSS FROM DISEASES.
•

It is time for your Fall sowing.
Vetch. Balboa Rye, Barley. Oats.
Ladino and Crimson Clover. Wheat and Fescue
and all kinds of field seeds.
Our seed are all guaranteed as to Variety, Origin,
Purity and Germination.

Sam Crittenden

"IT PAYS" TO SHOP AT

A.CluttScri Solis
East State Line

Phone 202

DISPERSAL SALE
45 HEAD 45
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$1.00mAR DOZEN

Registered Hereford Cattle

DIXIE PRODUCED _EGGS

ALFALFA HAY AND FARM EQUIPMENT

Tuesday, October 29 1,241

Dixie Mills Company and we are so sure you'll
make a good profit on your laying hens this fall,
when you feed a Dixie Laying Feed, we'll pay
you $1 for your ijrst dozen Dixie produced eggs!
season, feed a Dixie Laying Feed:

This

Location: One-Half Mile North of Fulton, Kentucky on U. S. Highway 51

Join the Dixie
"GOLDEN EGG" CLUB I

14 Cows and Calves: Cows Rebred
4 Bred Heifers

Sell your first dozen

Dixie produced eggs to me
for $1.00 and join the Dixie Golden Egg Club.
You'll see the honor roll of. members in our

store.
This Offer Expires Nov. 30
Ask for details . or get complete information
in each bog of Dixie toying Feed.

1 Outstanding 3 year old Herd Bull

•
•
•
•
•
•
41
•

pixie
Dixie
Maki
Diets
Dixie
Dixie
Disie
Di•ie

laying Feed
Complete layer
Egg Ernsd
Poultry Concerti's,*
Grain Iliolonc•r
Breeder reed
Poultry breeder Concentrate
Cog* toyer

W. H. R. Archer 7th. A top son of W.
H. R. Target 19th.

2 Open Heifers ready to breed
2 Yearling Bulls
4 Yearling Heifers

40 to 50 Tons of Excellent Quality
Missouri Alfalfa Hay

6 Bulls, 13 months to 18 months old.

1 Small Massey-Harris Tractor with
Mower.

Ready for Service

1 Large

SPECIAL
Save time,
Have your

THIS

WEEK

1 M.-H. Disc — 1 Fertilizer Distributor — 1

money and labor with the Dixie Mill-On-Wheels.

Manure

Tractor

Spreader

LUNCH SERVED

feed ground ON YOUR FARM in less than an hour.

There's no trouble ... no travel with the Dixie Mill-On-Wheels.
Call 808 for an appointment.

DIXIE,MOBILE MILLING CO.
East

Massey-Harris

IJee

Phone 808

Fulton, Ky.

JESSE FIELDS Owner
TELEPHONE 640, FULTON, KENTUCKY
STANLEY FIUTZ, Auctioneer

his par:ants, Louise and Brooks
Henderson for the weekend.

Diary of Doin's

L

Mary and James Wallace Gordon of Nashville spent the weekend in Fulton with his mother
at her home on Third Street.

By Mary Nelle Wright
Mildred Mount McClelland and
little son, Jay, have returned to
their home in Kansas City after
visiting with her mother, Mrs.
E. E. 'Mount and the Happy
Hogans on Eddings Street. Mildred also visited her father, E. E.
Mount who is a patient in the
Veteran's Hospital in Memphis.
_
Jimmie and Cowry Thompson
of Atlanta, Ga. spent last week
in Fulton. They were guests of
Jimmie's dad, Mr. Ed Thompson,
and the Robert Thompsons on the
Middle Road. 'Twits a gay week
in the Thompson home and much
time was spent watching TV because that gal, Gerry, is an
ardent baseball fan and she was
"on hand" for EVERY game
EVERY day. (Diarist's note: Don't
come to Fulton during the series
ANYMORE — because we want
to spend some time playing
BRIDGE — hear?).

Hear Mary-Nelle's program, "My Fair Lady" every I
day on WFUL at 9:30 a.m., Monday through Friday.

What a GALA four-days it has been for "our Canadian
neighbors" with the arrival of Queen Elizabeth II and
Prince Philip on her first North American visit as a
reigning monarch! And what a cordial welcome the
lovely couple will receive today (Wednesday) in our
own country for their four-day visit as President Eisenhower's guest in the Nation's Capitol.
Newspapers, radio and television have kept us abreast
of the activities scheduled for the Royal couple. By this
time everyone knows what Queen Elizabeth will wear,
look like, eat, drink, carry, travel on and talk about
during her trip through our country.
But a small-town reporter like Your Diarist often
wonders about the poor, frantic reporters who will
. visit. We know that a reporter's standard
cover her
equipment is notebook, sharp pencil, sharp eyes and
ears and an available telephone. And oh, when WE
think of some of the duties involved in following a royal
retinue—they seem to reach GARGUANTIAN proportions!
Belleville, Illinois school.
Captain Robert. who is a graduate of the United State Naval
Academy is REALLY enjoying a
"vacation" with the whole family
as he returned recently from a
six month's Mediterranean cruise
with the Reinforced Marine Battalion serving with the Sixth
Fleet of the U. 8. Navy. "Twould
be impossible to tell of all the
INTERESTING ports the Captain
visited — but to list SOME that
were on the agenda: Malaga,
Spain; Gibraltar; Athena, Greece;
Turkey,
Ishmir,
Bari, Italy;
Bierut, Lebanon; City of Rhodes
on the Island of Rhodes, Greece;
Genoa, Italy; Petri's, Greece: Island of Crete. Island of Sardinia
and other ports in Italy.
Since Robert has been back in
the States he has spent two
months at a Language School in
Washington, D. C. where he
"brushed up" on his Spanish as
his nett assignment will be at
Cartagena, Col o mill a. South
America where he will serve
with the United States Naval
Mission.
This ENVIABLE assignment
will be for a period of two years.
Robert, Patsy and the children
vrill sail from New York on the
25th of this month. Our best
wishes go to these favorite friends
of ours and we hope they will
enjoy the next two years — to
the utmost!

As we turn our thoughts to our
"own folk"—we are reminded
that happy days were surely here
at Belle and Hunter Whitesell's
home on West State Line Road
the past week-end.

This beautiful old red brick.
Victostan home has housed three
generations
of
the
Whitesell
family and with the visit of
Captain Robert Whitesell and his
charming wife, Patsy and children. ROBIN and LILLIAN —
another generation has been added to this nice family.
And—the OTHER "Whitesell
children" home for the week-end
were Hunter Byrd and his "brand
new Pair Lady''. Jeannie, who
call Frankfort their home these
days. Hunter Byrd is serving as
clerk in the Kentucky Court
af Appeals in the state capitol
Every now and then — a dear
And the fair Whitesell daughter.
Betsy, is teaching physical ed at friend of ours comes to town —

It.
,

Sport Coat Time
See our selection of wool
sport coats !
•Sizes 36 to 46

$19.95
and up

Our Flannel

SLACKS
are all-wool. Every
color you will need.

$12.95
Other slacks. $7.95. up

Rice's Men's Wear
Main Street

Fulton. Ky.

as manager of Kelly Camera Supply Company there. From Yuma
the Bradys "journeyed on" to
Lancaster, California where they
were guests of Marilyn and Lee
Earle, Peggy Earle Bragg and
hubby, Floyd and their two lively youngsters, Mike and Steve.
This was a happy reunion for
the Brady, Earle and Bragg families as they hadn't visited together in three years. We can
well imagine that the Earles and
the Braggs were the happiest ones
— ever — to have relatives from
"home" — come for a visit.
'Tis nice to have Anna Watt
Smith of Memphis in Fulton for
a visit. We had a little "chat"
with her in Memphis recently
when we attended "My Fair
Lady". Anna Watt is visiting her
mother, Mrs. T. J. Smith at her
home on Sackson Street.

Jackson entertained with • lovely dinner for Mr. Cloys, Mrs.
Cloys and Lieut. Douglas Penn
who was a guest from Fort Campbell. Ky
Louise and Wendell Norman
and Jimmy, the NEW member
of the Norman household, have
returned to Lafayette. Indiana
after visiting with their parents,
Dr and Mrs. J. C. Hancock and
Mrs. H. C. Hooker.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Heflin of
the Chapel Hill Community were
hosts to a family reunion at their
lovely new home recently. At
noon the gtiests arrived laden
with basket lunches and the delicious dinner was served buffetstyle from long tables set on the
spacious lawn.
Those who enjoyed the hospitality of Mr. ad Mrs. Heflin
were: Mr. and Mrs. Ben Hahn
of Covington, Tenn., Mr. and
Mrs. F. N. Boulton of Rives,
Tenn., Leak Woods and daughter, Annie Bell, of Union City,.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Woods, Mr.
Continued on Pape Pips

Bobby Hyland and Donnie McKnight have returned from Auburn, Alabama where they attended
the
Kentucky-Auburn
football game Saturday. They
were guests of the Johnny Hy.
lands there.
Mrs. Joe C. Johnston is a guest
May and Ivan Brady are home of her sister, Mrs. A. M. Cornette
after spending three delightful at her home in Mareno, Indiana.
weeks in western states. They
were in Yuma, Arizona where
iittr.--&—&-Cloys has -10bithedthey visited Dean and Mary to his home in Perry, Florida af..THE j_vcSON
Evelyn Crutchfield and their ter a two weeks visit with his
sons, Gary and Robert Lee. We daughter, Mrs. Ray Jackson, and
OF THE MIRROR"
are happy to know of the inter- his mother, Mrs. Ruth Cloys of
(1270 Ru. aositsey 9:111
esting job that Dean has in Yuma Cayce Saturday evening Mrs. WITIL

How Christian
--Setentellsals

a

It is for certain that covering
the Queen's tour would call for
formal clothes, plus dealing with
PROTOCOL, plus the starnine to
trail Her Majesty by car, train,
plane or hoof.
Our love and thoughts are with
the gracious Queen of England
and Prince Philip — and we are
HONORED to have them come for
a visit — but Your Diarist is
happy just to sit here "pecking
away" at her trusty ole typewriter — bringing you news from
many of the people that WE love
BEST.
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Miss Beverly Carol St. John

Miss Beverly Carol St. John and Mr. John
Will Dunn Are Engaged To Be Married
Mr. and Mrs. Robert St. John
of Route 2, Fulton are today announcing the engagement and
approaching 'marriage of their
daughter. Beverly Carol, to John
Will Dunn, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Wendell Dian of Martin. Tenn.
Miss St. John is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Herman St. John and Mrs. Pearl
Campbell
and
the
late
Mr.
Campbell, all of Fulton.
Mr. Dunn is the grandson of
Mr. and Mrs. Wame Dunn and
the late Mr. and Mrs W. C.
Hutchens, all of Martin.
The bride-elect was graduated
from South Fulton High School
in the class of 1957 At South
Fulton she was a member of the
staff of the school newspaper
who gives us a REAL LIFT just
to see her and to hear of the
MANY wonderful trips that have
"come her way." The lucky Lady
is Mrs. Paul H. Moore, the former Margaret Crockett, a former
Fultonian who lives in Charleston, Missouri Everyone knows
that Margaret has ALWAYS been
one of the loveliest and MOST
beautiful gals that EVER lived
here . . . and when she drives
over /or a day or so we are DELIGHTED to be with her. Margaret arrived in Fulton Saturday
afternoon and was a guest of
Mayme Bennett until Sunday afternoon. And how MUCH we enjoyed hearing of her "visit" in
Europe for the past ten months.
Of course, the reason for the
lengthy visit was the fact that
her ever so attractive daughter,
Mary Taylor, attended school in
Switzerland where she took a
preparatory course before entering Vassar this fall.
How nice it was for mother
and daughter to enjoy almost a
WHOLE year together in Europe
— and highlighting their stay was
the fact that Margaret's son, Charles Moore, who is in the 'U.
S. Air Force aboard the U. S. S.
Forrestal, was stationed near
Paris and was able to spend
Easter and Christmas with his
mother and sister. Charles graduated from Princeton University
prior to joining the Air Force.
We think it was a PERFECT way
to spend some time abroad, don't
you?
Many happy hours were spent

The bridegroom-elect was graduated from Marion High School
in the class of 1951. At Martin
High he was a member of the
football squad. He served in the
U. 8 Army, with overseas duty,
from 1963 to 1955. He is now employed at the Liberty Super Market. in Martin.
The wedding will cc sclemniiied or. Sunday, 01. 27, at 2:30
p. m. in the home of Miss Si.
brother-inJohn's
sister . and
law, Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Johnson of Puha*. Bre. Oliver Cunningham, minister of the Central Church of Christ in Fulton,
will officiate.
Miss Candle Gill of Fulton
'''fhOld of honor, and
will serve
of Martin as
Otieige
best man.
at the Norman Terry and Brooks
Henderson home last weekend
when Admiral M C. Cheek and
his charming wife, Brenda, of
San Francisco, California arrived
for a visit. Fultonians are ALWAYS glad to welcome M. C. because this is "home" to him — no
matter how far away his duties
call. He has always been a favorite of ours as we have followed
his career in the Navy — these
many years. Admiral Cheek attended the U. S. Naval Academy
at Annapolis and he has given
his life in service to our country.
He is the son of the late Prof.
and Mrs. J. C. Cheek who were
loved by all in "our town." The interesting Cheek family
have recently restored a lovely
old home (one of the few left
in California) which overlooks
the bay and ocean at San Francisco. And there they have enough
acreage for Brenda, who is an
expert equestrienne to enjoy
riding, as well as to teach.
M. C. and Brenda left Fulton
Monday for New York where they
will visit his daughter, Mrs. Bob
Flynn. And in New York they
will be guests of Admiral Halsey.
There is a close comradship between the twp admirals since M.
C. served on the U. S. S. Missouri
during World War II as Chief of
Intelligence. From New York he
will go to Wisshington on official
business.
Jimmie and Elizabeth Henderson of Nashville were guests of

SECOND BIG WEEK ! A LOT OF BARGAINS LEFT BUT HURRY!

FALL HARVEST SALE
Ironing Board Pad and Cover,8k 3-Piece Bath set,save 32c..$1.66
Save $1.19; regular 11.9* value
Scorch-proof ahualnised silicone; always dry.
wipes clean. Standard 54-inch she.

RI MN value; Plat Fear favorite cake ha
Wig -pile cotton chenille asateling sets.

Cloths, save 2k
50 Asst'd Penny "Treats"...3k Table
Reg. 49e,
For Halloween 'Fele or treats" candy-seekers.
Bog. We vales; save lie

29c

54 a 64-irsch squares; the oftentp
=
;
Ural table covering today: polyethylene
emboinied for a lacy effect

Sponge Mops,Reg.$2.98. .$1.77 Infant's Dresses, save 22c .47c
Save $1.21 on this famous "Molly-mac" with
replaceable cellulose sponge.

Sweater Bags, Beg.49c

Reg

69c value in crisp batiste darlings in
pastels, whites

33c Jersey Gloves, save 12c....23c

Save 16e; Made of heavy, clear polyethylene
plastic, dust-tight. Also tine for linens, baby
clothes, etc.

Quality bakeware your choice 17c
Save tic each on these cake luta pans, round
cake pans, deep pie pan with cutter, loaf pan.
Heavy-gauge tinware; rolled edges

Clothes Dryer, Beg. $2.39..$1.77
Save ate. Kiln-dried wood frame; 28 feet of
drying space that folds to
most nothing for
storage.

Reg. 35e; high grads materials. werliammaship

Men's Service Sox.... 4 pr. 77c
Save 23c, long wearing, easy washing; nylon
reinforced toes and heels; white cotton; sizes
10-12.
——

Boys Stretch Anklets, 3 prs. 87c
Save 30c; Genuine Helanca stretch knit that
fits all boys sties 6 to 9.
Get a dozen pairs
for the winter
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Plastic Drapes, save 22c ..77c pr.
14-inch Fiber Push Breen ..$1.33

Reg. 98e; beautiful floral designs in harmosh
lag colors. All panels full 87 inches long.

Save 65e; Reg. 11.96 value

2 boxes 4k
Cannon Bath Towels..2 for 88c Kleenex Tissues
20 x 40 size. modern. multi-MAP• Plainnis Save 25e. Stock up for the "sniffle" season.
Packaged Stationery,save 16c 33c
Startex Dish Towels, 6 for 88c Band Bags, clutch bags,
77c
Save 4c; Reg. 19c value.
Flashlights, $1.40 value ... 88c
Big 16 a 27-inch absorbent cotton-linen blend

2
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DIARY—

Martha and Tom Mahan entertained with a birthday party Saturday afternoon, October 12,
honoring their little daughter,
Ann Fields, on her fourth birthday. The happy occasion was
celebrated at the lovely Mahan
home on Vine Street Extension.
Twenty-five little guests arrived at 3 o'clock and games and
contests were enjoyed.
The honoree opened her birthday gifts and afterwards birthday cake and ice cream were served. Halloween favors, balloons
and bubble gum were given each
guest.
Invited guests included—Ginger Edwards, Walt and Donna
Sensing, Sharon and Hoyt Moore,
Page and Allison Miller, Gary
King, Mariana Weaks, Linda
Stokes, Janet Williamson, Mary
Helen Dunn, Mike Smith, Steve
Baird, Steve Russell, Steve Walker, Kathy Wheeler, Vicki Vowell,
Karen Tress, William Mitchell,
Chris Baum Charles Whitnel,
Kim Hamra and Bob Mahan.

by
Martha

and Mrs Bobble McCollum.
Mr. Grant Brawn Is building
a brand new screened porch,
which will add much to the apMuch building and repair work pearance of his home as well as
has started over this area the more convenient.
past few days and some who are
Mr. and Mrs Rex Bethel of
into full swing is the transferring
District no .3 have tort, away
of the Guy Casey house on what
their house and building a new
is known as the Reed Deuthitt
one on same site. It is to be
farm, has been moved to Mr.
modern in every 11811Pect•
Casey's other farm near here,
Brown McClain and his corp of
workers did the teak of moving

• AUSTIN SPRINGS
um Carey Friel& •

SOUTH FULTON
SCHOOL NEWS

Continued from Page ll'eur
and Mrs. John Reeks of Fulton,
Mr, and Mrs. Raymond McClain
of Martin, Robert Morrison of
Bradenton, Fla., Mr. and Mrs.
Carl Smith of Paris, Tenn., Mr.
and Mrs. Billy Payne of Manchester, Tenn.

Weak.
.11.1•110

Greetings to all Well, we didn't
win but we didn't lose either. We
played
Martin
last
Thursday
night at Martin The final score
Was South Fulton-7 MarUn-7
Dickie Collier is credited with the
solitary touchdown and credit Is
also due to John Hughes for
making the extra point. We play
the
Tiptonville "Marthquakes.'
Saturday night. Will the Devils
succumb to these mighty men
from Reelfoot? Time will tell.
The members of the student
council this year are
Carolyn
Neeley, Don King. Linda Muzzle,
Don Schwerdt„ Billy Copeland.
Marlene Wilson. Nancy Dame
and Don Parchman.
• Several girls of the W. 0. W.
Sorority had a party at Patsy
Dedmon's Monday night.
New
members were rushed. Everyone
had a very good time.
The annual P. H. -A. Mother
and daughter Banquet was Tuesday night In the cafeteria. The
program consisted of different
things as each clam did different
things.
Everyone received their pictures
Monday. Most of them were real
good.
The girl's baaketball team will
practice with the girl's team from
Spring 11911 next Wednesday night.
This practice should do the girls
a lot of good.
There is skating in the old
gym every Theaday night. The
grade school pupils skate from
630 to 7:30. The high school
skates from 7:30 to 8:30.

Mr. Horace Henderson is adding a new roof to his residence
In this district.
Over at the Buton Lassiter
place a starch barn is under con strucUon and each of these have
help, to do-it yourself way, this
saving quite a bit of labor and
time.
Mr and Mrs Roy Vincent near
here, and Mr. and Mrs. Billie
McCollum and soh Lionel, of
South Fulton, spent the past week
in Akron, house guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Artell Vincent and Mr.
and Mrs. Cletus Reams, this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Grissom
spent last week-end with homefolks.
Mrs. Dewey Grissom was a patient for a few days last week at
the Hillview Hospital.
The Chestnut Glade Home Demonstration Club will meet at
the home of Mrs. Harvey
Vaughan Friday at 10 o'clock for
a short business meeting after
which the members will go to
the Christmas preview at Dresden. Visitors are welcome.

Our Congraaulations to Jerry
Counce who has been awarded
an Honor Scholarship to FreedHardernan College in Henderson,
Tennessee. Jerry is a graduate
of South Fulton High School and
is a Bible major at the college.
And more congrats to Annette
Conner who was recently elected secretary-treasurer of the
junior class at UTMB at Martin.
UNION CITY HIGHWAY
She has also been chosen first
floor representative* of the WoWED-11FIUR-FRL, OCT. 11-17-18
men's Residence Hall. Annette
(Starts at 8:30)
was vice president of the Home
WAYWARD BUS
Harvey Vaughn •
Economics Club last year and a
With Jayne Mansfield
member of the UTMB Volleyball
also
Several relatives of Mrs. Willie
team. She is the daughter of Mr.
(Starts at 6:45)
at
her
home
the
day
Hagler
spent
and Mrs. M. B. Conner of Fulton.
RIVER OF NO RETURN
last Sunday. The occasion was
With Marilyn Monroe
Donna Johnston, daughter of in honor of his sister, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Johnston of Blanche Brook and her two
SATURDAY, OCT. 111
Fulton is due congratulations as daughters, Mrs. John Parrish of
(Starts at 8:30)
she was recently elected treasur- Wichita Falls, Texas and Mrs.
HELL ON FRISCO RAY
Chilico,
Texas
Hudson
of
Gratha
er of the Business Club at UTIVM.
With Alan Ladd
She is an honor student at the who have been visiting relatives
also
in this vicinity for the past two
university
(Starts at 645 and 10:15)
weeks.
THE RIVER'S EDGE
Mr. and Mrs. Newel Colley
Ruth Caldwell, daughter of
With Ray Milland
weekspent
last
Nashville
from
Harvey Caldwell of Fulton has
OCT. 311-21-22
SUN-HION-TUILS.,
been elected All-Studetits Club end with relatives here and at(Starts at 8 30)
representative at UTMB. Ruth tended the family dinner at the
TOP SECRET AFFAIR
was vice president of Delta Phi Hagler home Sunday.
With Kirk Douglas
Mr. Bob Brewer fell and was
• Delta, a campus leader, campus
plus
beauty and Engineer's Sweetheart painfully injured Last week. He
(Starts at 8:45)
last year. Our heartiest congratu- suffered some broken ribs and
QUINCANNON,
lations to ALL of these students other painful injuries.
FRONTIER SCOUT
Little Miss Jane Carol Grubbs
who are so outstanding in their
With Tony Martin
is visiting her grandparents, Mr.
chosen universities!

STARLITE
DRIVE-IN THEME

•CHESTNUT GLADE
san.

81.61

roam le

.29c
71=
.47c

INES IN

.23c

nanship

Mrs Earl Mitchell and daughter
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Judy of Paducah, Ky. and Mrs.
Eric Cunningham and son George
hour.
Funeral
etery.
Jackson
Bros.
Ed of Dresden, Tenn. spent the
Profound sympathy is extended Hoenp were In charge df arrangepast week-end here with parents
to the Fred esirmers IantRY from merits.
Mr. and Mrs Ed Prielda
friends, in Lae passing of Mr.
D/SPIERSAL SALE
Rev Dimpsey Henderson filled Farmer 89, last Monday at the
Jesse Fields, Fulton, will sell
his resular appointment at the P'ulton Hospital after a lingering
New Salem Baptist Chtiec n the illness. Funeral services held at 45 head of Registered Hereford
past Sunday at 11 a. us. and the Dukedom fit. IL Church Tuesday cattle at his farm on US 51 on
evening services at the usual with interment in Church Cem- Tuesday, October 29th.

PORK LOIN ROAST
WHOLE OR
HALF LOIN

LB.53c
LOIN
LB.45c
Super Right E"
Choice
69r
Quality Center Cut Chops

Sausagec:Eya4( Z39')2Z75° Spare Ribs
• 49(
Slab Bacon
49° Chicken Backs
5 rti°,;, 591
Sliced Bacon CIL7h
59* Ocean Fish
(1111:ti:Se)
Fresh-Lean
Meaty

Fresh
Frozen

i
°s
ll ht

Pascal
Celery
Apples
• :I: 2" Oranges
Potatoes

Sorban
Sr
Mel meals
U. S. N..1
White

10 439° Grapefruit

Peaches

trmoni:

iruit Cocktail

es 45c

k 33c
.77c
.8k

A

23-inch Doll

211-0a.
Can

16-0a.
Cane

Pita

Warwick
Asaorted

Box

Loaf
Lb.

CHEESE FOOD

them in and receive a big 23-inch doll

Your Choice
Any
Assortment
For

10for984

JANE PARKER

Glazed Donuts
JANE PARKER GIANT
Jelly Roll

Ctn.
Dew.

Ea

112e

its

2. Sales slips must be from the FULTON National Store only; sales slips
from National Stores in other towns

tween October 1, 1957 and

will not be counted. All slips are numbered, and will be checked to see that

If you are not interested in

they are from the FULTON National

slips and give them to someone

Store.

who is!

November 30, 1957.

winning a doll, save your sales

atio-nutSLures
MN 1111111C•111111C111111114

(Le.
)
Giant 750
Pkg.
Pk
32c

:
PL)

Shortening

14-0e.
Cane

Detergent

Toilet

FULTON, KENTUCKY

Giant
Pkg.

Lg.
)
Giant
Pkg.
Pkg,
Sec

3. Sales slips must be dated be-

.M1

33g
490

"- 290 Surf Detergent(Pkg.) 750
Zest Soap
Blue Dot Duz rz33cz:780 Blue Silverdust(
79c
Vel Detergent 33:750 Rinso Blue
Fab Detergent 33c:770 Spry
3
Ajax Cleanser 2 270
Instant Coffee
$1.05
37(
Vel Liquid
,
dr
29c
Lux Soap k /
32c 790
B
RedSias

free.

ANIL-AMU MIK allINLAIIIIIU MEI.‘

A IL P

59C

chiti9C-AP 2 69`

1. Simply save your sales slips on any
purchase from the Fulton National
Store. When they total $40.00, bring

1r)

Lb.
Jar

OCTOBER IS CHEESE FESTIVAL TIME

HERE ARE THE RULES:

85`
15f4

Bottles

P Golds*
'Carmel

Chocolates

solutely free.

29-0Z.
CANS

3=1" Green Beans
.: 25° Mix or Match 981 Evedt
Loan.0
Kale Greens
2 69° Turnip
2 35° lona Greens
15` MixedPuree
Greens
2 25° Sauer Kraut
15°

SWEETEST DAY-11AT, OCT. 19TH

beautiful 23-inch doll ab-

• 10`

10-0a.
Can

Green

SAVE YOUR SLIPS from the Fulton
National Store and get a

e

260•
SIMS ir Dos, 4.9 •

SULTANA—JUST REDUCED!

A P
Car Priest Swink,

A Beautiful

7c pr.

19c

Florida
32 Size

3

YELLOW CLING
(HALVES)

Ana
Page

ter

10
$

A & P CALIFORNIA

Ileitaaa

nit that

STALK
Juicy
Florida

Fuirtwee

A•P

I. 87c

•

JUMBO 24
SIZE

Pineapple
Tomato Juice
Peanut Butter
Ketchup
Pumpkin
WIssIe
Corn
Dried Peas sp.

; nylon
e; sues

ZS

CALIFORNIA

A a P Ormehed
er Chunks

r. 77c

Sinai
Sixes

21r

reeze D.tergint PL:g

Can 9911 Can. 39C

A &P

6 oz. Jar

12-0x.
Caw

Bath
Bars

PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU

skr., ovr. IS

AMONG'S r01111.11031 P000 MAASS... SINKS

as,

Giant
Pkg.

ne

MEAT

mumne a maw

Sunnyfield Flour 25 lb. Bag $1.55 A - P Coffee Vac. Pack

PA COMPANY

lib.

Qa
U4c
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agricultural
Atioents
County
by Use USDA, ASC, nearby
Harvey Vaughan • this news was announced we real- boys were the winner in the two
Christian Church.
ageneiss will be of 'veleta! interest to progressive farmers in the
ised that the protection that Mr very good 11113105.
Carry Amelia Moore Nation,
Ken-Tenn area):
Chandler spoke of could mean
GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY
the temperance agitator was born
Mrs. Jack Graves anl children
The P T A met Thursday the survival of the nation. After
parher
witn
weekend
monthly
last
regular
spent
night for the
this interesting and informative
(1) a cost-sharing payment (up
meeting with a good number pre- speech the final plans for the ents Mr. and Mrs. D. J. Jones. EMERGENCY LAND
Brook
Mn. ilm Griffin is a patient
Wallace
Gorham —
sent. The preadent Mrs.
to 80 percent) the year they apAND
ON
dtscussed
RESTORATI
fair and field day were
at the PUlton Hosphal.
Chandler of Dresden present& and found to be in order.
ply a conservation measure, and
Sterling
DAMAGE
DITCH
—
—
nal
Lunt
DRAINAGE
Internatio
improving
Mrs. Ben Jenkins is
very interesting lesson on "Civil
(2) annual per-acre rental payideal
an
was
5,
Oct.
flaturday
as well as can be expected after
Mr. Roy Bard, Chairman Ful- ments each year the land is unDefense." Certainly many there
-Gruen ----- Hamilton
Bulov-a
day for the 38th annual field
surgery at the Pulton ton County ASC Committee, stat- der contract. Major changes have
!add not feel that this was so day and community fair at Chest- having
Longines — Whiftnaur — Bennis Watches
Hoepital last week.
ed that the County Committee been made in the 1958 Consernecessary to us, as we learned on
Glade. A large crowd attendnut
new
and
Clark
Bernard
Mrs.
ConSoil
the county agent and
vation Reserve Program, the
the weekend that it is Teri' ins- ed and seemed to enjoy each feababy, son are spending several servation Technician attended a Chairman explains, in order to
Largest Selections
aortant for each citzen to know ture of the day. Beginning with
Mr.
days at the of her permit;
meeting called by the State ASC encourage praticipation by whole
the defence measures that Mr.
presented by the 1st and Mrs, Jess Pate sinoe being Office at the Kentucky Dam Vil- farm units and to emphasize forCircus
the
In Western
Thandler spoke of, when we
and 2nd grades. followed by the dismissed from the hospital
lage, Thursday, October 10th. The estry
and wildlife practices.
Jewelers
unbelieveable
t he
of
learned
The Community was shocked Fulton County Group stated that Where such action can be justifimost interesting baby show and
Kentucky
death
meal.
noon
sudden
fine
the
at
very
and Murray
saddened
the
and
then
Mayfield
to
there was $100,000.00 allocated
ed, County ASC Committees will
We have complete stocks q
The afternoon wa.s highlighted of Joe Harris last Wednesday 15 Western Kentucky Counties, be authorized to increase certain
by the atheistic contest by each Sympathy Is extended to his de- Fulton county receiving $6,000.00. annual payment rates for land
grade. The very fine exhibits in voted family The passing of so This appropriation came from the to be planted to forest trees and
agriculture, canning, craft, culin- useful a citizen is a thing that National Emergency Program.
for whole /arms retired from proary, sewing and flowers were is so hard to understand.
Mr. Bard stated that to be eli- duction.
ValBrother Jobe from Water
Judged by Mr. J. 0. Hall the
gible a person must meet the
According to the Chairman, it
agriculture teacher at Martin and ley, will preach at Ruthville next conditions of the low quoted as has been found that "the diverMiss Pratt the Home Densonatrat- Sunday.
following
sion of whole farm units usually
Mrs. Cora Qualls from Union
kin agent from Carrot County as". . . new conservation pro- results in a large average reducFULTON sisted by Miss Odom and Mrs. City spent last weekend with her blems have been created which, tion in crop production than is
PHONE 201
sister Mrs. Roy McMillian and (1) if not treated, will impair or accomplished where only a part
fatally.
endanger the land, (2) material- of the cropland on a farm is put
Do you need help with any kind of
Arthur Smotherman from De- ly affect the productive capacity
in the Soil Bank. Land going into
t.eit and Mrs. Katherine Martin of the land, (3) represent damage forest trees is land going out of
home remodeling or repair? Carpenter
from Union City visited Mr. and which is unusual in character and
help? Estimating help! General all-around
production over a long period.
MIT. Harvey Vaughan and Mrs. except for wind erosion, is not
help' Maybe you know WHAT you want
Moreover, there is urgent need to
Cps' Pounds Sunday.
but don't know HOW to go about getting
the type which would recur fre- check the disappearance of our
Airs. Mignon Mayo ripen; the
quently in the same area, and forest resources, which is runit done!
weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Har- (4) will be so costly to rehabilining ahead of current tree plantvey Vaughn and attended the fair
Let US help you. No obligation to buy a thing. We have
tate that Federal assistance is or ing and growth."
and ball game at Chestnut Glade.
tools, experience, in many kinds of household work,
men,
required to return the
be
will
contracts
Beginning in 1958,
Mr. Mayo spent the weekend In
at your service.
land to productive agricultural offered for land devoted to trees
Knoxville and attended the Tenn,
use . . ." (Public Law 85-54).
or shrub plantings for shelterOle Miss. football. game.
In order to be eligible for cost- belt, windbreak, or wildlife habihas
Jones
returnMrs. Wilma
Phone 201
Fulton
319-31 Walnut St.
ed to her home in Paducah after sharing, a farmer must make ap- tat purposes, will be for 5 or 10
se\ eral days. visit with M- and plication at the county ASC office years, at the option of the proMrs Dtuill Terrell and Mr. and and sign an eligibility statement ducer. Previously, ell tree and
MMUS•COLLEGE STS. SOUTH FULTON PHONE 557
Ray Ten-ell. Her grand- which includes the above 4 re- shrub plantings were under 10Mrs
TILE
INSULATION • • SIDING • • ALL TYPES OF
mother Mrs. Jessie Brown is ons- quirements for eligibility and year contracts only. The 10-year
WORLD'S GREATEST
make a request for cost-share on requirement remains in effect
it:ng her for several days.
AND COMMERCIAL
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Towle —
Heirloom —

iLindsey's

DAYTON V-BELTS

for HOME and FARM
Machias.
C
BENNETT ELECTRI
,

SERVICE

gi IS OUR IIIISINESS
i\

FOR A BETTER DEAL
On A Better Appliance
AT
SEE
Bennett Electric and Furniture Co.

Professional Wrestling
OLD HIGH SCHOOL GYM

SOUTH FULTON, TENN.

Fulton Roofing & Insulation Co.

GOOD LOCATION
Bowling Green was settled in
into by Robert and George
Moore and associate:, from Virginia. The site was chosen because of its proximity to an excellent spring and the navigability of the

Barren

R.ver

up to

this point

Thursday Nile, Oct. 17th
Bell time 8:15 p. m.

A.ccurato
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Coat
wake's.. Clocks and Moe

Sponsor: Booster Club

Mares el All Kinds Row
rately Repaired at Lew Oast
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-= FIRST MATCH

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

• GIRL WRESTLERS
Mary Jane Mull vs Millie Stafford

/Hearing Aid Batteries

-- MARI EVENT
Roy Welch

vs

Moody Palmer

Both Matches 2 out of 3 Falls — 1 Hour Time Limit

Complete Line
o- all onaVes of nearing aids!
visit our Hearing Aid Departnent at 'wee first oppertuattY•
CITY DRUG CO.
185 Lake Street

Phone 70

Form ACP-201. Mr. Bard stated for tree plantings for forestry
that after a request is received it purposes
is required by regulations that a
representative of the Soil Con- 1958 WHEAT
servation Service and a repres- ACREAGE RESERVE
entative of the county committee
Mr. Roy Bard, Chairman of
visit the farm to determine if the
practice is eligible as requested Fulton ASC County Committee.
and if so recommend that the stated that Friday. October 4th,
county committee approve the was the final date for farmers to
practice. Upon approval, the prac- place their 1058 Wheat Acreage
tice must be carried out under Allotment in the Soil Bank. He
the supervision of the Soil Con- stated that there were 61 farms
servation Service and in accord- who placed a total of 784.7 acres
ance with specifications establish- in the Soil Bank, payment
amounting to 520,029 89. These
ed by them
become effective as of
Cost-share will be available to contracts
January 1, 1958 and end Decemfarmers, who qualify, for 80% of
31, 1958.
the cost of restoring the land or ber
Bard stated that more
Mr.
normal
its
to
ditch
back
drainage
status prior to the heavy rains farmers placed more Wheat in
which occurred between Janu- the Acreage Reserve in 1958 than
did in 1957. There were 34 farms
ary 1 and June 30, 1957.
Mr. Bard stated that this prac- who received Wheat Soil Bank
tice would not apply to every Payments on 436.8 acres, total
farm. He requested that each payment amounting to $8,943.08.
farmer survey his damage and in 1957.
Mr. Bard stated that the county
If felt to be eligible then immediately file a request with the office would not began taking
County ASC office. This practice agreements on other commodities.
must be begun prior to December 31, if eligible. Funds are
limited and requests will be reviewed in the order in which
they are filed, Mr. Bard stated

MAJOR CHANGES MADE IN
195$ CONSERVATION RESERVE

per roll

EXCHANGE
Furniture Co.
207 Church

Phone 35

immunize against

HOC CHOLERA VACCINE
• Rabbit Origin • Vacuum Dried
Virus
Modified Live
FOR USE WITH SERUM
Research shows that pigs vaccinated with Swivine
are immune in 7 days • Swivine cannot
contaminate your farm • Swivine is made by America's
largest producer of animal biologicals — ALLIED
Laboratories,Inc.

Consult your

I VETERINARIAN
CO., BARDSTOWN, NELSON

COUNTY, KEN.YUCKY.

Blueprint for Easier
Living...

Let us help
you plan

TdEptufxte
throughout your home

HOG CHOLERA

DISTILLING

STORM DOORS

CAntiletaitet

•

BARTON

AND

Up to 60c Values

Additional incentives are being

mers receive two types of payments on the diverted acreage:

STORM WINDOWS

SPECIAL
Wallpaper
SALE

For further information, contact
the county ASC office, Hickman,
Kentucky.

offered farmers under the 1958
Clonservation Reserve Program
to divert more land to Conservation uses, Roy Bard, Chairman
of the Fulton Agricultural Stabilization and Censervation Committee, has announced. The signup period for the new program
is expected to start late in Ost,ober.
Under the Conserv'atton Reserve—the longtime phase of the
Soil Bank, farmers contract to
divert general cropland to soil,
water, forestry, and wildlife conservation practices for periods of
3, 5 or 10 years. In return, farm-

moat
sooromo

RESIDENTIAL

Bungalow? Mansion? No matter what style
or size home you live in, we have a plan to fit
your needs for conveniently located
phones... phones in beautiful decorator
colors. Why not call our Business Office today
for details about the plan for you?
See Hew Little It Costs I
Several extra phones, in color,
cost less additional each month than
your main telephone! Only one
installation charge.

•
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itors were Mr. and Mrs. Nolen Moore and Miss Ina Bellew Monhe ever stepped out on me? Why
Mr.
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day afternoon.
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will
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Mrs Roy Emerson visited Mrs.
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marriage? Is it my fault or my
visited near Pryorsburg Saturday.
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Mrs. Billie Joe Herndon acMrs. Colen Brown visited Mrs.
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Yes,
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when, and how many?
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he
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ing to cause trouble?
Dear Miss Latane,
Thank you,
go back together the last of this Louisville Sunday she and Be- Ella Veatch Saturday morning.
you,
Thank
I have a few questions I would
Mr. and Mrs. Herchel Elliott
A. M.
month or first of next. They will linda have been with her parents
B. G.
not move but continue to live on Mr. and Mrs. Arthur T. Hicks visited in this community Sunlike for you to answer for me Dear A. M.
Dear B. G.
at the present addrzss.
Yes, you will get married in
the past two weeks. Mr. Hernion
I atm very much in love with
Yes, your husband is in love
has work in Louisville, they will
with you; no, he is not stepping Dear Pat,
make there home there.
out on you, he likes to play cards
I read and enjoy your letters
Sunday afternoon visltora
and does stay out late some play- and would like a little help. My
Ining cards. Yes, he loves the chil- husband has been offered a new Mr. and Mrs. Paul Cathey
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cluded Mr and Mrs. Tommie
,
to
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want
does
he
but
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kind of job, different from what
Long Term — Low Interest
Mrs. Clovis Lamb
HARRIS HCITSLS
mind and have good manners. he has ever done. Should he take Moore, Mr. and
and Joyce Taylor.
No appraisal fee
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Your in-laws are not trying to it or keep the job he has, which and family
Mr. Sam Crittenden passed acause you any trouble, you devote is only temporary? Could he get
You pay only for ths time that you use
last
of
too much time to your children, a good job in Memphis or St. way in Fulton Thursday
the money.
you have forgotten you have a Louis? How long will I keep .week alter a long illness. Funeral
husband. If he tells the children working and will I ever get my and burial was Friday` at The Old
Church.
one ting you come along and tell old job back? Will I have any Bethel Primitive Baptist
Mr. Crittenden was the step
them they don't have to do it, more children?
A. C. Fields. Sac-Tress
father of Mrs. Harry Yates.
and he doesn't approve of this,
ONAIII/Av 1[4
oda liT
Thanks a lot
Tel 453, Union City, Timms's*
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from here on out. Yes, you will
Dear Pat,
finwill
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and
working
keep
I would like for you to answer
No,
this question. I had a brownish ally get your old job back.
MAKI
red cocker dog and he left home you will not have anymore chiltwo weeks ago. And has not re- dren.
OUR SIORF
turned yet. Could you tell me
YOUR
what part of town he is in, or if Dear Pat,
I would like very much for
Our membership in the National Institute
someone has him latche up, or
HEADOIIARIERS
you to answer some questions for
is he dead?
of Dry Cleaning and the American Institute
FOR
He has his collar and tag on me.
of Laundering means that we get the latest
Would it be wise for us to
He is a pet of the family. We
data and information on handling your laundry
have had him since he was a sell our home and get a smaller
month old and he is now five one or go north to get work? Will
and dry cleaning problems.
year old. Please answer in this I find a good job here if we
Have you tried our dry cleaning lately? We
week's paper as we want to find stay? Is my brother in good
health? Is he going to receive
make whites whiter, pastels brighter, silks
out about him.
the money he is expecting?
Thank you,
Say 11144-111111ff CLAY NOMMIIT11 POI PIESIMINT
more lovely. Try us on a "special handling"
Where is our fifth brother that
B. H.
Kentucky's bwn Henry Clay was one of America's
job or a problem Stain.
disappeared a long time ago? Is
greatest statemmen. One of his deepest aspirations was
Dear B. H.
to
attain the Presidency of the U.S. In the jetnary
Your dog is on highway 45 and the neighbor woman a true
Soap in anycime
1844, Clay was nominated as the Presidential
of
is in a pen if you will drive on friend to me?
here
(needs
mew year
by the National Whig party. But he was
Candidate
Hoping to see my answer in
highway 45 north you can see the
at
welcome
--Totem
defeated in the election by James K Po& Bitterly
dog drom the highway, it is in- next Thursday paper.
all 'eases. Ask to see
disappointed, Clay retired to private life after forty
Is my niece planning to get
and try the latest modside the city limits.
years in public service. He died In 1852.
el CONN nstrument
married? U so, to whom? What
In Kentucky's historic past, just as today, many
ef your cboice. No obis his initials?
Deer Miss Latane,
ligation. Ask about
of our citizens have always enjoyed a glass of beer.
Thank you
I enjoy reading your column
out easy purchase plan
The brewing industry makes jobs for thousands of
C. M.
very much. I would like for you
with R.F.NTAL privilege.
residents. The sale of beer under orderly condiour
for
few
questions
a
to answer
Dear C. M.
tions is an important objective of the United States
me.
I would say to stay where you
Brewers Foundation. Our continuing educational
When will my oldest sister be are. You will be more successful,
Program helps beer retailers maintain their high
home? Does my mother love my and have more money. Yes, you
standard&
father? Will they ever be back will land a good job if you stay.
together? U so, when? Will she Yes, your brother's health is al1\0 KENTUCKY MOON, U.S. BREWERS FON1161111111
Z
ever move? If 30, where and right. Yes, he is going to get
Konlocity
1523 Rayburn Ilelkent,
1.„
when? If she moves what will he some money. Your fifth brother
do? Will he ever be happy again? is in Florida and doing nicely; has
U so, when? Please answer soon. a nice family, a good job, nice
Thank you,
home. No, your neighbor is not
M. N. H.
a true friend, she is just a old
ma your next visit to
Dear M. N H
busy body running from door to
door telling the gossip. No, your
niece is not going to get married
anytime soon.

NEW YORK

Obis' Weakley Ran Fara Loan Ass'a

Coffee Shop—Julep Room
Delicious Feed in •
Friendly Atmosphere
Only a step sway Irene
your midtown actiwitiss as
All types of femme
SAVE ! GET our
PACK AGE DEAL
"Covering everything°
422 Lake Bt.
Fulton, Ky.

Phone 41S

Dear Pat.
I have written you two letters
in the past 3 weeks, as yet, you
haven't answered. Altho I know
you are flooded with letters, as
soon as you can, get to them. I
still want you to answer them
for me but I would like for you
to answer this one in the next
paper if you can.
Does J. N. really love me like
he says he does and when will
I see him again?
Thank you a, lot
H. R.
Dear H. B..
Yes, J. N. is madly in love
with you, and you will see him
again, however, you have seen
him twice since this letter was
written.

Junt ask your Chevrolet dealer to
show you the booklet containing
advance information about the '58
Chevrolet
You can expect the 1958 Chevrolet

to be new all over. Lines will sweep
rakishly longer, lower and wider.
There will be a coriapietely new V8
eagine—radically different in design.

field, incredibly smooth air ride.
Chevrolet will introduce two new
Luxury models of outstanding style
and distinction.
You'll learn more at your Chevrolet
dealer's. And you can see about an
early delivery that will make you a
'58 Chevrolet-Firsterl

There will be Full Coil suspension

sod, for the first time in Chevrolet's

Yes, something new has been added to men's
hats . . . The exciting TELESCOPE destined
to become this season the most popular hat
ever offered in this area. It's available in
both dark and medium shades and reasonably priced at

Saves you money in the long run and genuine
Shell Cordovan remains one of the world'
most durable leathers, with a high lustre and
scuffless finish that add up to months o
extra wear. With full wing tip or plain toe
extra heavy soles and leather heels in Bur
gandy or black

$24.95
REECE'S STYLE - MART STORE

You can place your order

now at Your Local Authorized Chevrolet Dealer's

Ken-Tenn Marketing Center
POE RENT: Floor sanding machine and electric floor polio/ler and electric vacuum cleaners. Exchange liWaiturti Co.
Phone 35.• Church Street

CASHrON'S

COLDEST

BEER

You're alv ays welcome
at

IN TOWN!

Specialized

Service

K. P. DALTON'S

NANCY ADAMS(Cstatinued from Page One)
In addition to her excellent
voice, Nancy has a sleek blonde,
blue-eyed type of beauty well
adapted to the type of singing
she perfers. But paradoxically,
she also has a splattering of
freckles, "not exactly the sophisticated touch," she smiled.
Her favorite performers are
Frank Sinatra, Peggy Lee, Rosemary Clooney and Anita O'Day.
Elvis?
"A tremendous performer, but
I don't like the type music he
FOR SALE: Dixieelectric range,
full size, almost new. $115.00
at Exchange Furniture Company.
NOW IS the time to replace the
broken glasses in your home
and auto See us for all of your
glass needs. Fulton Paint and
Glass Company. 212 Church
Street;
909
_ -phone
FARM LOANS: Long ---term,
low interest rates on real
estate. Charles Cannon Phone
81, Fulton.
HOME FURNITURE-Coal stoves
$22.50 to $72.60. Good Westinghouse Refrigerator $49 95. G. E.
Refrigerator $54.95 at Wade's
Used Furniture Store. Trade
with Wade and Save. 112 Main
St. Phone 478.
SALE: Used oil heatViT5
and up. Exchange Furniture
Company, Church Street, Fulton.
EXPERIENCED seamstress will
be at the Fulton Fabric Shop
Mondays and Fridays from 1:00
to 3:00 p. m. Will take sewing
or do fittings. Mrs. Jack Maddox; phone 539-W.
FOR RENT: Four room house
wired for stove, out buildings,
well, garden Three miles on
black top Pilot Oak Highway
from Water Volley. Rufus
Lowry Route three, Fulton.
BUY W. L Douglas shoes in
Fulton at Forrester's Shoe
Shop.

Lake Street Liquor Store
LIQUOR STORE
CALL 559
Across from
-All Mowers Sharpened
Mayfield Hiway
Fulton
MONUMENTS
-Rotary Blades Safety
Coca-Cola Plant
Sharpened
Balanced
Cold Wines, cold beer
A monument can forever -All Enginesand
Repaired
All ponular brands of
Plenty Free Parking!
expresss your devotion.
whiskies, gins, etc.
-Authorized Clinton Service
We offer a wide selection -Clinton Engines and Parts
FREE PARKING
of designs to meet every -Factory Trained Mechanics
preference.
-Prompt Efficient Service
World's Finest Quality
-All Work Guaranteed
LEE GILBERT
-Also Electric Motors
WATER VALLEY, KY.
Zenith T
-Wiring, Refrigeration,
Granite and Marble
Highway 45
Phone 22M
Appliance, Repair.
Any size or shape
Repair Service
WELLS inuLLZD for manstry -Free Engine Examination
and homes. Modernct
war
Open 6 days each week.
most experienced
FOR THE BEST 1.peai on Office
from one of the
Shipped
Write or cull Watson Co..
Furniture bay Shaw-Walker. ROPER'S TV SERVICE
largest
Monument
works
Phone 261, Fulton. Kr.
See James 0. Butts at The
Phone 307 in the U. S.
Harvey
Caldwell
Co., Main St.
HAVE YOU shopped at our
DR1VE-IN Office Outfitters,
large display room for your
Phone 674. We trade for your Authorized Zenith Dealer
plumbing needs? See our huge
Old equipment.
stocks of kitchen and bathroom fixtures; newest styles, FOR SALE. McCorrnick-Deering FARM REAL ESTATE LOANS
colors; prices to fit your pocbinder. Call 345 or see at
To provide working capital,
ketbook. Open anytime, day
Webb's Machine Shop.
low
interest,
long
term.
Sctante
or night at 909 Arch Street.
Charlie Stephenson, Phone
"We carry parts and materi81, Fulton.
Phone: Office 289;
ah." Cam pbell's Plumbing
NOW is the time to get your
Shop. Telephone 1037ft.
Home 1946
Typewriter and Adding Machine Overhauled. See Cleo MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
Peeples, service Manager of
and automatic models. $139.96
Newly Decorated
"SEEDS THAT GROW"
The Harvey Cakfwell Comand up. Sales and service.
pany, DRIVE-IN Office OutBennett Electric, Phone 201
Independent
Hotel
Knox Wheat
$3.25 bu
fitters, Phone 674.
WORK shoes $3.96 up. All
Cert. Knox Wheat
3.75 bu
Forrester's
lengths, widths_
Dual Wheat
3.25 bu
WE HAVE
Shoe Shop.'
RCA
WHIRLPOOL
Cert. Dual Wheat
3.75 bu
COMBINATION WASHER
Kenbar Barley
1.80 bu
Per Week
AND DRYER
FARM LOANS
Cert. Kenbar Barley
2.65 bu
RANGES, REFRIGERATORS
Cert. Dayton Barley. .
2.65 bu
Long TermsAIR CONDITIONERS
Cert. Forkedeer Oats
2.25 bu
-Easy Payments
TRADE • NOW
Balbo Rye
2.85 bu
"Always At Your Service"
H& M
ATKINS, HOLMAN SPECIAL--Six good dining chairs
$2.50 each. Good gas stoves
COOK'S LIQUOR
AND FIELDS
$37.50 to 639.95 9x12 Rugs
TELEVISION
SOUTHERN STATES
$4.95 to $9 95 at Wades Used
-hosuranewSTORE
Furniture Store. Trade with
400 Main Street
Fulton
201 Commercial Ave. Puttee
Wade and Save 112 Main St.
Pulton Co-Operative
List your
Phone 478.
Cold Wines, cold beer
Farm and town Property
Central Ave.
Phone 399
I am now
PIANO tuning, $7.50. We also do
with the
All popular brands of
expert rebuilding, reconditionrepresenting the
FULTON REAL ESTATE CO.
ing, etc. Timm's Furniture
whiskies, gins, etc
Company, Union City, Tenn.
Greenfield Monument
See them when you want
FOR SALE
HI-Fl
headquarters: Records, reOR
SELL
to BUY
Works
cord players. Hi-Ti latest hit
ON CLEVELAND AVENUE.
tunes, LP and EP albums.
and will apreciate the
1011 Main St
Plume
SPARE-TIME
Wade TV, 206 Main Street,
In East Fulton, 5 rooms & bath
opportunity to show you
Fulton.
EARNINGS
our beautiful line of
downstairs, one large room
KING-O--HEAT 60- lb coal heatmemorials
upstairs on lot 100 by 175, gas
ers $52.50. Liberal trade-in. Ex- BARGAINS-Nice Dining Room
Energetic housewives all over
heat. Ideal home for somebody
Suite $12.95 at $32.50. Good
the nation are making regular
change Furniture Company,
with small -children. Terry
living Room Suite $32.50. New
Church Street, Fulton_
"extra" earnings for themTOM HALES
Norman school just down the
Poster bed room Suite $135.00
selves; we are going to offer
street. Can be handled with
Phone 124 SAFETY-TOE shoes are always
at Wade's Used Furniture
someone in Fulton County the Fulton
$1,800.00 down and payments
available at Forrester's Shoe
Store Trade with Wade and
same opportunity! Pleasant,
of $37.00 per month. Sale price
Shop.
Save. 112 Main St. Phone 478.
profitable for right person.
$5,500.00.
WARD
'
S
Write
Granite

MONUMENTS

Union City Marble
and Granite Works
court

Earle Hotel
Rooms $5.N

I

Wick Smith Agency
Call Us Night Or
62

Day

160

Secured Casualty
Insurance Company

MUSIC SHOP

Box 315,
Fulton, Ky.
For further details

RCA and Magnavox
TV and Hi-Fi
Phone 1556

DOUBLE FEATIIIIE
-PROM=Friday & Saturday

Union City

MOHAWK

SAVE MONEY

CARPET

WALL-TO-WALL
OR ROOM SIZX
Call us to estimate your job!
We also install linoleum, asphalt tile, rubber tile and plastic
ale.

(Complete stock)
Good selection of records
on LP and 46 rpm
FULTON HARDWARE
Mail orders--Snecial orders
and Furniture Company
CAN YOU USE $35-$50 a week 206 Lake Street
Phone 1
in addition to your present
earnings? Supply customers in
Fulton with large Raleigh line.
Start earning immediatly. See
or write Grace Walker, 601
West State Line, Fulton, or
write Raleigh's, Dept Ky-J1071-337, Freeport, Ill.

Buy Auto Insurance on
Our 3-PAY PLAN
40% DOWN. 30% in 3 MOS.
MI% in 6 MONTHS
No Interest. No carrying
Charges.
Your policy is typed and
ready for you in a few minutes, and coverage is effective immediately.
CALL 62 - 160

Wick Smith Agency

BIG
VALUE

SIMMONS
MATTRESS

MEI WM MIA 1111111• MIN LAID
A MENAI WITUNAT MK PICTURE
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HOSPITAL NEWS
The following were patients in
the local Hospitals Wednesday
morning:
Hillivew Hospital:
Arthur Harper, McConnell;
Charlene Curlin, Cayce; Anna
Pearl Bell, Dukedom; Dophine
Matthews, Martin; Effie Sutherland, Lynnville; Vertie Lowe,
Barbara Robertson, Mrs. Lucy
Jones, Milton Counce, Carolyn
Yates and Venola Sisson all of
Fulton.
Jones Hospital:
Mrs. Joe Thomas Harris, Martin; Mrs. J. A. Hickman, Mrs.
Girvis Holley, Mrs. Albert Casey,
S. L Craver, Bruce Henderson,
Mrs. Ada Finch, Mrs. E. B. Newton, Mrs. Roy Fields, Mrs. W. L.
Ledbetter, Mrs. Robert Polsgrove
and baby, and Mrs. J. D. MclUaney all of Fulton.
Fulton Hospital:
Mrs. Earl Ferguson and baby,
Clinton; Mrs. Arthur Paul Goodman, Hickman; Mrs. Agnes Williams. Clinton; Mrs. Willie Johnston. Water Valley; M. A. Seay,
Water Valley; Mrs. Hubert Carter, Clinton; Milage Hedge, Dukedom; Lillie Coleman, Chicago;
John Coleman, Chicago; Miss
Nina Lennox, Union City; Mrs.
Sallie West, Clinton; OMIT
Rhodes Water Valley; Dalton
Via, Clinton; Eugene Powell,
Dukedom; Mrs. Endora Parrott
Mrs. It V. Putnam, Sr., C. W.
Burrow, Ardell Sams, Mrs. Don
Sensing and baby, L. G. Davis,
Mrs. Shelton Hart, Luther Pickens, Mrs. Jessie Harris, Mrs. H.
W. Connaughton and baby, B. B.
Stephenson, Mrs. E. E. Mount,
Mrs. Mike Fry and Edd T. Bennett all of Fulton.

BEAUTYREST

STANLEY KRAMER'S
Passion
a MONUMENTAL FILMING OF

PRAM:and

the flame • •

Tim PAssrox"
Tochnicolor Vistereisien
It•I•osod Wino United Artists

PLUS - LATEST NEWS EVENTS!

WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY, OCT.23- 24

10 YEAR GUARANTEE
BRINGS YOUR COST
DOWN TO ABOUT

COAL
from

CITY COAL CO.
Telephone 51
Immediate Delivery;
all aims on

Savo Spam Install a

L HEATER

Etw

Combination aluminum
norm Doors and Windows

Free Estimates
BUILDERS SUPPLY,

GRAHAM

Incorporated
Walnut Street

Fulton

FURNITURE COMPANY

Phone 96

"4 Floors o( Fine Furniture"
WALNUT ST.
FULTON

OK Laundry and Saaitone Cleaners
Is pleased to announce
the appointment of

MR. W. F. GRIGGS
as
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GRAHAM FURNITURE CO.
"4 Floors of Fine Furniture"
Walnut Street

Fulton. Ky.

OK Laundry & Sanitone Cleaners
Phone 130

Fulton, Ky.

